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This thesis explores prevailing and changing attitudes among Protestant
Christians as manifested in the World Missionary Conference of 1910, held in
Edinburgh, Scotland. It compares the conference to missionary literature to
demonstrate how well it fit the context of the missionary endeavor during the
Edwardian era. It examines the issues of race and empire in the thinking of
conference participants. It pays particular attention to the position of West Africa
and West Africans in conference deliberations. It suggests that the conference,
which took place soon after the scramble for empire and just before World War I
and the subsequent upsurge of nationalism and anti-colonialism, offers a
valuable historical perspective on the uneven nature of globalizing Christianity.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

Our age calls for a careful and searching review of the
Christian message and of the Christian apologetic to be used on
the mission fields. That such examination is in progress both at
home and on the fields, is evident in an extensive literature in both
magazines and books. Not yet is there agreement, but there is
enlarged thinking, deepening understanding, progress toward
agreement, and there is sympathetic coöperation among those who
represent various special phases of missionary work... This was no
small part of the task of the missionary conference in Edinburgh.1
In June, 1910, more than thirteen hundred Protestant missionary
advocates, predominantly from North America and Northern Europe, gathered at
the United Free Church of Scotland’s Assembly Hall in Edinburgh, Scotland, for
the first World Missionary Conference (WMC). Just four years before World War
I, delegates representing dozens of denominations and missionary societies
gathered together to discuss ways to better evangelize2 the non-Christian world.
The author of the epigraph above, writing the same year as the Conference,
recognized that he and his contemporaries were living in a time of missionary
self-examination and comity. Missionary advocates were writing extensively
about their work and were open to cooperation with members of other
denominations. The Conference flowed from such trends within the common

1

William Owen Carver, Missions and Modern Thought (New York: The Macmillan Company,
1910), 292.
2
Although both are used, the term “evangelize” is preferred to “proselytize” in this thesis. While
both convey an attempt to convert people from one religion to another, or from no religion to a
religion, the former refers specifically to conversion to Christianity.

2
agenda of global Christianity. In addition to suggestions for attaining this goal,
the texts missionary promoters left behind captured a wide range of opinions and
attitudes on other issues. Because of this, the WMC is an important event from
which to better understand larger historical themes, such as Christianity, race
and empire, during the Edwardian era.
The Conference took place in the atmosphere of widespread optimism
within the Protestant Christian community following the conclusion of one
hundred years of Protestant expansion. The nineteenth century had witnessed
an explosion in European- and American-based, largely Protestant, missionary
societies. These organizations initiated, funded, supported, and staffed overseas
missions and missionaries. For much of the century, overseas missions often
preceded European or American colonial occupation of Africa, Asia, and the
Pacific. As such, the work of European and American missionaries was largely a
story of cultural encounter as opposed to one of official colonial expansion.
The nineteenth century also marked the rise of native3 missionaries who
had converted to Christianity. Born in areas increasingly subject to foreign
domination, native missionaries were educated largely by Europeans and
3

David B. Guralnik, ed., Webster’s New World Dictionary of the American Language (New York:
Warner Books, 1984), 308, 400. Use of the words “native” and “indigenous” as adjectives are
synonymous in this thesis to refer to those born or originating from specific areas. Both terms are
loaded with colonial baggage, but need to be employed in order to identify which missionaries are
in question in a given situation: those born in the same country or region then being evangelized,
or those born in foreign countries to them. Webster’s New World Dictionary defines the adjective
“native” as “1. inborn 2. belonging to a locality of country by birth, production, or growth 3. being,
or associated with, the place of one’s birth [one’s native land or language] 4. as found in nature;
natural 5. of or characteristic of the original inhabitants of a place.” Of these definitions, the
fourth is problematic when using the word to describe people, but I believe the others are
adequate. I also recognize problems with the term “indigenous,” a word defined in the same
dictionary as “existing or growing naturally in a region or country; native.” I hesitate to use this
word because it implies a lack of movement among peoples, as if a society had always existed in
a particular geographic region. Even so, I employ both terms in this thesis, and apologize to
anyone who would take offense to my use of either.

3
Americans, then recruited and trained by missionary societies to convert other
indigenous and colonized peoples. In West Africa, for example, there arose a
sizeable number of Christians who had been enslaved, rescued during the
“middle passage” overseas, freed, and returned by the British navy. This
community supplied many of the native missionaries who undertook the
evangelization of Africans.
The climax of these movements in the metropole and the colonial
periphery occurred at the end of the nineteenth century. The Scramble for Africa
left the continent divided artificially along European colonial lines and marked the
peak of prestige for the white missionary, who was no longer the primary contact
for most indigenous peoples. In West Africa, moreover, the black missionary
became much less visible after most were dismissed by the major missionary
society active in the region,4 sparking the establishment of independent African
churches.
In light of these and other movements, those involved in the missionary
endeavor invested a lot of energy researching, writing, and meeting to further its
aims. The culmination of their efforts came with the convening of the World
Missionary Conference in 1910. Its aim was not merely to draw support for the
missionary movement, as previous national or regional conferences had done.

4

The Church Missionary Society’s dealings with Bishop Crowther and the native missionaries will
be discussed in greater detail later. Historians don’t agree on the reasons for the trumped up
allegations brought against Crowther’s men in the 1881, but I believe the actions were part of a
general shift in white missionary attitudes toward indigenous missionaries: earlier in the century,
native pastors were seen as the future of the local church, but by the end of the century, white
missionaries were questioning their very capability to lead local faith communities. Crowther’s
pastors were discredited to make way for increased white missionary control, thus sparking the
establishment of several independent African churches, not only within the Anglican
denomination, but in other denominations as well.

4
Instead, as an insiders’ conference, its purpose was to take an honest look at all
aspects of the missionary endeavor in the non-Christian world by discussing the
findings of two years’ research on identified important concerns and issues facing
the global, Protestant Christian missionary project: non-Christian cultures and
religions; the development of the Church in non-Christian lands; problems
missionaries faced in the field; ways to improve missionary training; the extent to
which the missionary endeavor was supported in the European and American
metropoles; and the possibilities for unified work by members of different
denominations in the field. Delegates to the Conference, like the missionary
writers surrounding its convening in 1910, recognized, criticized, accepted, and
ignored new imperialism and indigenous Christianity. In so doing, they
exemplified the open-ended and transitional nature of the Edwardian era.

Scholarship
The scope of my thesis ranges across several fields of scholarly inquiry. I
have consulted works by anthropologists, theologians, sociologists, comparative
psychologists, and missiologists, and brought their work, along with that of
historians, together into three general areas of scholarship for this thesis: the
study of missions and missionaries, the history of West Africa, and the story of
the 1910 World Missionary Conference itself. The amount of available
scholarship in each area is by no means balanced: West African history is a
favored topic among historians, but missionary history is only reemerging as a
field of interest, and the WMC has been virtually overlooked. Missionary history

5
is better accepted among theologians, notably those working within missiology.5
The Conference itself has received more notice by scholars in these fields,
particularly because several ecumenical world missionary conferences followed it
during the twentieth century. While anthropologists, sociologists, and
comparative psychologists have been heavily involved in West African area
studies topics, religion and missionary history have usually been avoided. Space
does not permit me to discuss the findings of scholars from these various
disciplines at length. I will limit myself to a few scholars from each of my general
areas in order to ascertain some of the major arguments which have developed
in recent scholarship. The bibliography provides further examples of those
whose work is relevant to my topic.
Many historians describe the actions of the missionaries either as agents
of imperial expansion, or as simply motivated by a Christian philosophy that
worked against European and American colonialism. The historian Norman
Etherington argues that neither side of the debate is either convincing or
adequate for an understanding of missions and imperialism.6 He is suspicious of
the classic historical model which posits that missionaries primarily laid the
cultural and social groundwork for colonization by first bringing the language and
social order necessary to the subsequent arrival of traders and the eventual
conquest by colonial armies and bureaucracies. According to him, no such

5

Missiology, a sub-discipline of theology, is the study of Christian missions. It is not secular but
religious in its outlook, and is underscored by a belief in the legitimacy and necessity of Christian
missions.
6
Norman Etherington, “Introduction,” Missions and Empire, ed. Norman Etherington (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2005), 3-9.

6
progression of events can be discerned in reality.7 If anyone studies the actual
facts concerning both imperial and missionary history in a particular colony, they
do not conform to the stereotypical model. Etherington observed that at the root
of this problem was the tendency of British imperial historians to discredit or
ignore missionary history, and missionary historians to omit the story of British
imperialism. To him, both histories “play related parts in a larger drama – the
spread of modernization, globalization, and Western cultural hegemony.”8
Etherington is also critical of historians who give too much credit to missionaries
for such projects as education for supposedly working against European and
American traders’ interests by instigating the formation of nationalist movements.
Instead, he offers evidence of Eurocentric attitudes among missionaries working
in education and medicine.9 Etherington argues that historians need to pay more
attention to the role of missionaries in the British Empire at home and abroad, yet
warns against idealizing or condemning the motivations for, or effects of, that
role.
Another historian to argue that mission history, and its connection to
imperialism, has been oversimplified is Andrew Porter. In Religion versus
Empire?, he argues that individual missionaries may not have advocated empire
themselves, but their tangible projects in areas like education were associated by

7

Ibid., 2.
Ibid., 3-4.
9
Norman Etherington, “Education and Medicine,” in Missions and Empire, 260-284. Etherington
is discussing how missionaries were unwilling to admit to any similarities between their methods
and those of traditional practitioners, thus demonstrating a dismissal of the legitimacy of
traditional knowledge and practices.
8

7
local peoples with larger imperial institutions.10 For Porter, white missionary
attitudes toward indigenous peoples can neither be dismissed as ethnocentric
and racist nor held up as examples of beneficent humanitarianism. While many
missionaries may have been genuinely motivated by a desire to bring spiritual
and material advantage to their fellow brethren, Porter believes that the way they
carried out this work could not help but be influenced, even if unconsciously, by
the ethnocentric and racist attitudes of the imperial societies they belonged to.11
Like Etherington, Porter recognizes a space for scholars to write a new colonial
history of missionaries by accepting both the negative and the positive effects of
their presence in pre-colonial, colonial, and post-colonial societies.
Historians are not the only scholars who have recently recognized the
need to reevaluate the role of missionaries in colonial history. In fact, the work of
two anthropologists studying missionaries in nineteenth and twentieth century
South Africa has greatly influenced historical scholarship. Jean and John
Comaroffs’ two volume work, Of Revelation and Revolution, argues that the
Protestant missionary encounter was just as much a story of local peoples
influencing and even helping form the missionaries’ attitudes and world views as
it was one of missionaries changing the social consciousness of local peoples.12
According to the Comaroffs, missionary history has often focused on the effect of
white missionaries on local peoples: those who were educated, healed,

10

Andrew Porter, Religion versus Empire? British Protestant Missionaries and Overseas
Expansion, 1700-1914 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2004), 316.
11
Ibid., 91-6, 146, 283-9, 313.
12
Jean and John Comaroff, Of Revelation and Revolution, vol. 1, Christianity, Colonialism, and
Consciousness in South Africa (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1991), xi, xii,
7, 8, 54, 60-81, 198, 253, 310, 311.

8
Christianized, etc., by the white missionaries. In contrast, they describe this
interplay between the two cultures as a dialectic because missionaries and, to
some extent, their home countries were changed or constructed through the very
process of interaction and dialogue with other cultures and peoples.13
These three examples of the current scholarship on nineteenth- and
twentieth-century Protestant Christian missionary history all point to the mistake
of simplifying arguments about the attitudes and motivations of missionaries, the
role of missionaries in the expansion of western imperialism, and the effects of
the missionary enterprise on either the indigenous peoples evangelized or the
home cultures of the white missionaries themselves. They indicate a complex
web of relationships shaping the Protestant missionary encounter in general and
demonstrate the need to play closer attention to how the interaction between
cultures unfolded without falling into the trap of over-simplifying or overgeneralizing.
Although this thesis is primarily centered on Northern European and North
American missionary attitudes as expressed at the Conference and in their
literature, West Africa provides the case study from which to gauge this
interactive model. As such, we must briefly address the historiography of the
region before addressing that of the World Missionary Conference. In the
decade following the termination of official colonial occupation and rule in
Nigeria, a number of scholars addressed missionary history using a critical,
nationalist view. In Christian Missions in Nigeria, J. F. Ade Ajayi criticizes the
13

Jean and John Comaroff, Of Revelation and Revolution, vol. 2, The Dialectics of Modernity on
a South African Frontier (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1997), 5, 8, 14, 22,
24, 27, 37, 79, 179, 320-1, 409.

9
attitudes and motivations of white missionaries as Eurocentric and paternalistic.14
E. A. Ayandele’s Missionary Impact on Modern Nigeria follows Ajayi in taking a
critical stance on the role of white missionaries in West Africa by portraying them
as tools of empire.15 In Missionary Enterprise and Rivalry in Igboland, F. K.
Ekechi heavily criticizes the overall work of white Christian missionaries, figures
he sees as opportunists.16 In recent years, scholarship on West African
missionary history has begun to lean toward the interactive model. J. D. Y.
Peel’s Religious Encounter and the Making of Yoruba argues that the role of the
missionary in West African history was a good deal more complicated than that
portrayed by Ajayi, Ayandele and Ekichi: they were not simply tools of the
colonial state, and their actions were tied to the rise of nationalism.17

14

J. F. Ade Ajayi, Christian Missions in Nigeria, 1841-1891: The Making of a New Elite
(Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1965), xii, 17, 126, 162-5, 263. Ajayi looks at the
fifty years of the nineteenth century during which white Protestant missionaries had the most
power to effect real change in Nigerian society. He argues they adopted a racist attitude toward
native missionaries, members of the new middle class who were products of mission education
and western training, by accepting prevailing Eurocentric values. This made them eventually
question the authenticity of African conversions and the capacity of converts for self-leadership.
15
E. A. Ayandele, The Missionary Impact on Modern Nigeria, 1842-1914 (New York: Humanities
Press; London: Longmans, Green and Company, 1966), 5, 15, 29, 82-7, 155-62. Ayandele
argues that many areas of Nigeria were brought peacefully under the British flag thanks to the
work and propaganda of white Protestant missionaries. He notes that missionary work was often
resented by western traders and local rulers, but the overall tone of his research is one of
condemnation of the missionaries.
16
F. K. Ekichi, Missionary Enterprise and Rivalry in Igboland, 1857-1914 (London: Frank Cass,
1971), 1-8, 17, 18, 88-91, 123, 128, 141. Ekechi questions the motivations of foreign
missionaries in West Africa, suggesting that political and economic motives may have been just
as important as spiritual ones: once the missionaries were established in the region, they became
heavily involved in trade and generally believed that European colonial rule would benefit them
more than the local political infrastructures already in place.
17
J. D. Y. Peel, Religious Encounter and the Making of the Yoruba (Bloomington and
Indianapolis, IN: Indiana University Press, 2000), 7, 149, 279. According to Peel, who is writing
outside the Nigerian nationalist perspective, the colonial government supported missionaries only
as far as they were in line with its goals. Missionaries became supporters of the imperialist
agenda in the late nineteenth century, but their presence and educational work in the region
actually stimulated the development of nationalism. Yoruban, later Nigerian, identity was neither
a pre-colonial attribute nor a post-colonial construct, leaving missionaries as mere catalysts in a
process beyond their control.

10
The World Missionary Conference has received very little attention from
historians studying missionary, imperial, and cross-cultural topics. Instead, we
must turn to the work of theologians and missiologists. For example, theologian
Roger Hedlund considers it to be an important event in mission history, for it
marked the end of classical Protestant missionary work for the nineteenth
century and the beginning of a global evangelization movement in the
twentieth.18 In Christian Missions in the Twentieth Century, theologian Timothy
Yates uses the Conference to demonstrate how missionaries who were involved
in the new introspective field of missiology held theologically expansionist
attitudes at the time of the Conference.19 A. Marcus Ward, in The Churches
Move Together, recognizes it as the beginning of the Protestant ecumenical
movement.20 African theologian Gwinyai Henry Muzorewa points to the WMC as
evidence of European and American dominance within Christian theology before
the First World War, stating, “...views from the third world delegates were not
heard and, when expressed, they did not make any difference to the prevailing
concept of mission held by most Westerners...”21 While these three scholars
treat the WMC with more consideration than most historians, their work is entirely
contained within the framework of theological inquiry and debate.

18

Roger Hedlund, Roots of the Great Debate in Mission: Mission in Historical and Theological
Perspective (Bangalore, India: Theological Book Trust, 1997), ix.
19
Timothy Yates, Christian Mission in the Twentieth Century (Cambridge, England: Cambridge
University Press, 1994), 7-31.
20
A. Marcus Ward, The Churches Move Together: A Brief Account of the Ecumenical Movement
from the Edinburgh Conference of 1910 and its impact on the Churches of Great Britain as They
Press on to Easter 1980 (Nutfield, Redhill and Surrey, Great Britain: Denholm House Press,
1968), 15. Dr. Ward was the General Secretary of the British Council of Churches.
21
Gwinyai Henry Muzorewa, An African Theology of Mission (Lampeter, UK: Edwin Mellen Press,
1990), 14-16.
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One recent scholar researching the WMC and its relation to West African
missions is J. Stanley Friesen, an American Mennonite pastor and religious
studies scholar. His Missionary Responses to Tribal Religions at Edinburgh,
191022 marks an advance in scholarly, albeit theological, attention to the
Conference. Freisen is particularly interested in a chapter from one of the eight
commission reports of the WMC which dealt with how missionaries presented the
Christian Gospel to indigenous religions.23 He argues that the Conference
represented a higher level of appreciation for indigenous religions than present in
contemporary European and North American society. This sympathy was
present among missionaries at that time, but has not been sufficiently recognized
by scholars.24 However, even with the Conference serving as the backbone of
his research, Freisen is primarily concerned with theological and missiological
matters, specifically the theological traditions that influenced members of the
sub-committee and their report.
As this brief overview suggests, there is room for new historical
perspectives toward the 1910 World Missionary Conference.

Whether because

the WMC was not an event open to the public, or simply because its goal was the
global spread of Christianity, the Conference has not been given much attention
by historians, leaving the event largely to be treated by theologians and
missiologists. These scholars have noted the importance of the Conference to
history, but their focus was primarily religious in nature. This thesis will work to

22

J. Stanley Friesen, Missionary Responses to Tribal Religions at Edinburgh, 1910 (New York:
Peter Lang, 1996).
23
Ibid. Commission IV’s chapter on Animistic Religions formed the basis of Freisen’s research.
24
Ibid., xiii.
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fill the bridge the gap between the various fields by situating the WMC within the
discipline of history, studying the topics of language, race and empire instead of
theological ones.

Sources and Methods
The major primary source material for this thesis is the collection of official
publications produced for the World Missionary Conference. Prior to traveling to
Edinburgh in June, 1910, each delegate received eight volumes of material to be
reviewed there. Each volume was based on two years of internal research done
by missionaries and professionals and represented findings of one of eight
commissions established to study and make recommendations on various
aspects of the missionary project, including: the overall goal of missionary work,
missionary fields around the globe and native religious beliefs, church
organization and theology, missionary education and training, the relationship
between missionaries and their home communities and governments, and the
state of cooperation among missionary organizations. A ninth volume, published
after the Conference, contained its proceedings and major speeches. A separate
volume by the official historian of the event, Rev. W. H. T. Gairdner, provided a
colorful popular history account of the WMC.
Other primary sources used in this thesis include a large number of books
published by missionary societies or by independent authors interested in the
missionary debate between the turn of the twentieth century and World War I.
Among relevant periodicals is a quarterly journal published by the Society for the

13
Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts. I also consulted the collection of
John Mott’s25 papers and speeches. These sources helped situate the attitudes
expressed at the Conference in relation to general attitudes among Edwardian
missionaries as expressed in their literature. In addition to this literature, the fifth
chapter utilizes a number of secular newspapers and journals to gauge public
awareness of the WMC in Britain and America.
The methods I use in this thesis are customary: close reading and
contextualization of primary sources. Generally, my thesis belongs to British
imperial, cross-cultural, trans-national, and world history, and is grounded in the
strategies of post-colonial or subaltern scholarship.26 I focus on the ambiguities
and ambivalences of language in an attempt to recover the very voices historian
Gyan Prakash states “in history had been denied by elite perspectives anchored

25

John Raleigh Mott, an American layman and Nobel Peace Prize winner, was heavily involved in
student, missionary and ecumenical movements during his life-time. The roles he played before,
during and after the WMC makes him a primary character in this thesis.
26
The following scholars have been particularly influential in the development of the lens through
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subaltern theory.
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in colonialist, nationalist and or Marxist narratives.”27 In other words, I read texts
by elite writers in a critical fashion in order to discern both the attitudes of the
writers and the voices of otherwise silenced groups described and discussed in
the texts. By so doing, I attempt to find evidence of the shifting or reworking of
western epistemological knowledge in the ways elite voices actively silenced
those of subaltern peoples at the Conference.
Much is gained in the attempt to uncover the marginalized. I recognize
the balancing act it is, though, to uncover their voices without moving too far from
what is stated in the texts, problematic as they are. While I do not take the words
about the societies North American and European missionaries were coming in
contact with at face value, I also do not entirely dismiss those words in an
attempt to uncover authentic voices of the silenced. I must remember, and ask
the readers to do the same, that my sources are primarily British and American
texts, and I do not have ones from colonized places with which to compare them.
While I attempt to uncover the silenced voices, particularly those of West
Africans, in the American and European texts, I am only able to go so far in this
endeavor.
Although a large part of the secondary research done for my topic was
written by scholars in other disciplines, my own interest and training in this topic
are within the field of history. I do not address specifically theological,
anthropological, or sociological questions and concerns. As a practicing Roman
Catholic Christian, I hold a strong belief in the hand of God in human history
while recognizing the role of human free will within it. My treatment of
27
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missionaries is not intended to exonerate or condemn. I am looking for crosscultural encounters and exchanges of ideas and beliefs, and how they are
captured in the texts available to us today.
Feminist, gender, and economic historians will be disappointed in this
thesis. I am interested in cross-cultural encounters and representations and how
they relate to, or flow from, assumptions on race and imperialism during the
Edwardian era. I do not focus on views on women, men, femininity, masculinity,
gender, the body, or sexuality, nor do I trace the globalization of trade, colonial
dependency, or center to periphery economic systems. Such themes are
connected to mission history and offer space for more work to be done by
historians. However, while some appear sporadically in this thesis, their
discussion herein is limited.
My secondary research favors British missionary societies and British
colonial West Africa. However, as research for this thesis progressed into
primary material, other missionary sites and metropolitan countries came into
play. The very fact that this thesis is centered on a world conference means that
work by missionaries from other countries, or those working in other parts of the
world, were studied. Delegates from many Northern and Western European
countries were present at the Conference: Germany, Holland, Denmark, Finland,
Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, France, and Belgium. The collective of this group
of historically, predominantly Protestant nations is referred to as Protestant
Europe in this thesis. Great Britain belongs to this category, even though the
British world-view of the time was one in which Britons distinguished themselves
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as separate from people of “the Continent.” Other home countries represented at
the Conference, Canada, the United States, South Africa, and Australia, had all
been dominated by Britons, making their rulers cousins of the British in a larger
Anglo Saxon family. I label missionaries belonging to all of these nations North
American and Protestant European missionaries.
The use of the term missionary also requires explanation. Roman
Catholic missionaries did play an increasingly important role in the evangelization
of places like West Africa over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. However, this thesis is centered on the expansion of Protestant
Christianity. By the very nature of their religion, Roman Catholic missionaries
had very different relationships with European and American political systems
and societies than their Protestant counterparts. In addition, they were simply
not invited to the WMC. 28 Because of this, when I use the term missionary in this
thesis, it refers to that of the Protestant Christian missionary. Alone, the word
does not specify whether a missionary in question was native or foreign to a
particular area. It only means the missionary was Protestant.
Readers of this thesis will also notice that I shy away from the use of scare
quotes. Although I recognize the value of a highly critical examination of texts, I
feel that if I began the process of placing quotation marks around suspect words
used by the original authors, I wouldn’t know where to stop. It is better for me to
caution the reader beforehand and then allow the original writer to speak for him
or herself. As for my own voice, as discussed in previous footnotes, the verbs
28

As a result of this omission, Latin America was also dropped from discussion at the conference.
Sadly, even though this was a world conference, representation of the Americas was limited to
Canada, the United States, and the Caribbean.
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“proselytize” and “evangelize” will both be used, although the latter will take
precedence. “Native” and “indigenous” will be interchangeable. While the writers
of the day may have used “native” over “ethnic” and “Negro” instead of “African,”
when not directly quoting a source, I will use the latter in both cases.

Argument and Significance
Few histories of British imperial expansion in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries discuss the spread of Christianity in great detail. Among the
notable exceptions found in the bibliography are works by Jeffrey Cox, Susan
Thorne, Catherine Hall, and Peter van der Veer. The World Missionary
Conference has received very little, if any, attention from historians. However, I
am arguing that, aside from the interest theologians have in its spiritual aspect,
the WMC can be used to explore Edwardian Protestant Christian missionaries’
troubled encounter with the indigenous, the colonized, and converts before the
First World War.
The Conference was an outcome of several years of missionary
introspection during which supporters of the missionary endeavor were
constantly questioning ideas on both race and imperialism. Its reports reflected
the range of opinions among commission members, providing evidence of
debates among missionaries and their supporters on such issues. After its
conclusion, the flux of opinions continued in missionary literature. Thus, the
WMC encapsulates many of the themes that missionaries were concerned with
during the period in question.
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The missionary endeavor often sought to distance itself from the imperial
project because of the devastating impact of empires on the colonial subjects
that the missionaries were trying to work with. However, there were some
structural similarities between the two. Colonial space was often used as an
experimental space. Ideas on architectural styles, government policies, or social
organization were first tried in the non-western world, and if successful, were
then advocated in the western world. The treatment of unity in this thesis, a
theme central to the Conference and Edwardian literature, shows that the
missionary enterprise paralleled the imperial one in this aspect. Cooperation
among missions of different denominations was advocated first in non-Christian
lands. If successful, the cause of Protestant unity in Christian lands would then
be promoted. Debates on another theme important to Edwardian missionaries,
the Native Church, also parallel the imperial project as a debate over whether or
not non-western peoples were competent or ready for sovereignty. Regarding
ideas on imperialism itself, most missionary literature either ignored it or
supported it. At the Conference, discussions of imperialism and the Native
Church employed similar tactics.
In terms of race, the Conference captured several generations of beliefs.
Within white British society, it was during the later nineteenth century that racial
lines hardened and white supremacy rose. Thus, the oldest generation still alive
in 1910, the mid-Victorians, did not hold the hardened racial views that the lateVictorians possessed. Many of the Edwardians questioned fixed racial
hierarchies and held ideas more similar to mid-Victorians than late-Victorians.
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The presence of these three generations at the WMC as delegates contributed to
a range of racial views. In addition, several members of younger churches in
historically non-Christian lands were present at the Conference, some of whom
were able to speak out on the issue of race. Finally, foreign missionary service
helped many North American and Protestant European missionaries, some of
whom were present at the WMC or consulted by its commissions, reject old racial
ideas and accept new ones reflecting Christian brotherhood. Thus, the WMC
successfully captured the Edwardian interplay of opinions on race.
For the non-academic audience, the value of this thesis lies strictly in the
importance one places on missions and missionaries. As will be seen near the
end of the thesis, the WMC marks the beginning of twentieth century Protestant
ecumenism. Finally, although stories from the past often speak to concerns of
the present, I will leave it up to the reader to draw any conclusions in terms of the
implications for early twenty-first century religious revivalism, Protestant
evangelism, or cross-cultural conversions.

Chapter Outline
In addition to the introductory and concluding chapters, this thesis is
divided into four chapters structured around a number of preliminary questions.
The chapter following this introduction gauges the intellectual climate of the
missionary endeavor in the years preceding the Edinburgh conference: why were
they questioning themselves so heavily; what were some of the common
attitudes about race and empire among missionaries; what was the stated goal of
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the missionary enterprise, something I call the Venn model;29 what were some of
the prevailing attitudes concerning indigenous churches; were missionaries
optimistic or pessimistic about their future work; and what were some of the
prevailing attitudes concerning indigenous churches in West Africa. These
themes are explored through the use of missionary texts produces between the
late nineteenth century and the WMC in 1910, and help form a basis from which
to gauge the success of the Conference in capturing Edwardian missionary
attitudes.
My next chapter discusses the actual World Missionary Conference: what
was fueling the drive to convene in Edinburgh; which organizations and nations
were involved, and who represented them; how it was promoted; what areas and
topics it addressed; what some of the important findings of the commissions
were; and what themes emerged. Thus, the WMC documents provide the basis
of this chapter, which is largely a narrative one to help readers understand the
dynamics of the Conference.
The fourth chapter applies the Conference to the West African context:
how race was treated in the World Missionary Conference texts; how the Native
Church was debated; whether or not West Africans were physically present as
delegates; if their voices were heard in the commissions’ questionnaires to
missionaries in the field; what, if any, was the response of North American and
29

Henry C. Venn was the Honorary General Secretary of the Church Missionary Society from
1841-72, which was the time that that society had the greatest influence in West Africa. His goal
for overseas missions was one of planned obsolescence: send European missionaries, educate
and train native converts to take up various responsibilities of the missionary endeavor, ordain
native converts, give them greater hierarchal responsibilities and authority, make sure the local
church can fund and support itself, then withdraw the European missionaries so that they can
start the process over again in a new location.
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Protestant Europeans to the independent West African Church; and how race
developed as a theme. Like the previous chapter, this chapter builds primarily on
the WMC texts. It especially addresses the role of the Venn model within the
missionary enterprise.
Chapter five follows chapter two in its use of missionary literature in order
to interrogate the Conference as an event which can be used by historians for
gauging broader missionary attitudes and philosophies during the pre-war
Edwardian period: what were some of the immediate responses to the WMC by
those interested or involved in the missionary project; how was its work
continued between its conclusion in 1910 and the beginning of World War I in
1914; and whether or not it influenced missionary literature produced in those
four short years. Thus, this chapter will carry the story of the missionary
endeavor to the end of the Edwardian era. The century of Protestant missionary
expansion largely closed with the outbreak of World War I in 1914. Four years
before the war, though, missionaries were still optimistic about their work.
The World Missionary Conference tells the story of the drive for the global
expansion of Christianity during the early twentieth century. Within that story lies
evidence of North American and Protestant European missionaries’ changing
ideas on race and empire.

CHAPTER TWO
“The Evangelization of the World in This Generation”

The present generation is one of unexampled crisis in all
parts of the unevangelized world. Missionaries from nearly every
land urge that, if the Church fails to do her full duty in our lifetime,
not only will multitudes of the present generation pass away without
knowing Christ, but the task of our successors to evangelize their
generation will be much more difficult.1
These words, written by John Mott in 1900, capture a common sentiment
among Protestant missionary writers of the early twentieth century. As they
anticipated a new century containing endless possibilities, many of them sensed
urgency, sparking a desire to help accelerate the missionary endeavor. One
hundred years into what they commonly saw as the modern missionary era,
these missionaries looked to both the past and the future in order to determine
how they could succeed in their agenda of world evangelization. The future was
generally acknowledged to be bright. With the rallying cry of evangelizing the
world for Jesus Christ, possibly within their own generation, Edwardian
missionaries sought answers on how to realize their obligation and duty. The
World Missionary Conference (WMC), largely influenced by Mott, was the
outcome of this atmosphere of both optimism and urgency.
Before looking at how well the conference fit in with the common attitudes
among Protestant missionaries during the Edwardian era, it is necessary to first
1

John R. Mott, The Evangelization of the World in This Generation (New York: Student Volunteer
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Movement for Foreign Missions.”
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determine what those attitudes were. Fortunately, missionaries of the early
twentieth century left a wealth of written material that can be used in order to
gauge the intellectual climate surrounding the conference. The early twentieth
century witnessed a wave of missionary books, text-books, and journal articles.
Missionaries, and those working within the missionary enterprise, wrote histories,
sermons, guides and hand-books, reports, and general state-of-the-field surveys.
Those written in English were read on both sides of the Atlantic, allowing ideas to
cross freely back and forth between Britain and the United States.
This chapter utilizes missionary texts2 written between the turn of the
twentieth century and the Edinburgh conference in 1910 in order to answer some
of the questions outlined in the introduction. First, this chapter answers why this
period was marked by so much introspection about the missionary endeavor,
why missionaries were optimistic about the future, and what were some of the
challenges they faced. It then determines how attitudes on race and empire
came through in the writings of missionaries. In particular, it examines how well
they supported the development of local indigenous churches. Finally, this
chapter discusses how well missionaries were working together and how much
support there was for a general world conference.

2

Charles H. Robinson, “Editorial Notes: The E. & the W. on American Steamers,” The East and
the West 6 (1908): 342. Hereafter, all references to articles published in The East and the West
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by missionary writers and or societies, I also use several articles from The East and the West,
which began publication in 1903. It was begun for the very purpose of gathering together articles
on the most current missionary issues, and its articles were written by missionaries and experts
on mission work for the benefit of other missionaries, or those interested in mission work. The
quarterly journal, published by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts
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missionaries in the field for further distribution.
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Looking Within: Missionary Introspection
In addition to the expansion of Protestant missionary activity, the
nineteenth century witnessed the acceleration of European and American
imperialism, as well as a revolution in communications and other technological
developments. Those living in the early twentieth century sensed that the world
was rapidly changing and hoped that the future would prove to be beneficial.
Missionaries hoped it would be one rich with countless opportunities to send out
more missionaries from North America and historically Protestant Europe to the
rest of the world, one full of converts to Christianity. We know this today only
because these missionaries continually wrote about their optimism and about
how things could be improved in order to reach such goals.
The wave of missionary enthusiasm which has passed over the
Church in recent years has made itself felt so widely that Missions
are no longer tolerated as a hobby of a few fanatics, but are
regarded, even by the public Press, as a serious fact, alike in
religious and political spheres.3
Why was there so much internal introspection taking place in the opening years
of the twentieth century?
To begin, the closing years of the nineteenth century marked the
centennial and bicentennial anniversaries of several of the major British
missionary societies.4 With the anniversaries of the oldest, well-respected
societies came a number of celebratory histories, causing readers to review the
3
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last century of missionary history and question what was to come in the next.
The missionary writers of the early twentieth century followed this current of
looking to the past, and often acknowledged that nineteenth century missionary
work had laid the groundwork for what was to come in the twentieth.5
In terms of Africa, several missionaries in the early years of the twentieth
century discussed the changes over the course of the nineteenth century that
had allowed Europeans to go from knowing very little about the African continent
to being able not only to map it, but also to colonize vast tracts of it. For
example, one writer recalled that West Africa at the beginning of the nineteenth
century “was considered impenetrable, with wild savages and deadly fevers, all
intensely hostile to the white man, and presenting barriers beyond which he
could not pass.”6 The Edwardian era was a time of praising the achievements of
the past and hoping for better things to come in the future.
As well as reviewing the past and dreaming about the future, these
missionary writers were trying to take an honest look at their own time. Several
authors confronted some of the criticisms of missionary work in general. Most
welcomed such criticism,7 often describing how honest criticism could only lead
to improvement, while others were defensive of the charges laid against
missionary work by its detractors and skeptics. For example, one missionary,
Arthur Brown, discussed and dismissed a total of twenty-two criticisms of the
5
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missionary endeavor in his book. From his list, it would appear that some of
Brown’s contemporaries viewed missionaries as inferior opportunists with illbehaved children who were only working to enrich themselves by forcing their
destructive Western civilization on other peoples, working against the interests of
their own governments, and accomplishing very little in the end.8 More common
criticisms of the missionary enterprise were that there was enough work to be
done at home, that there was no reason to interfere with other religions and their
adherents, that indigenous peoples did not need Christianity, that missionaries
often caused problems for their own governments by intervening in local colonial
politics, and that missionary work was unsuccessful.9
Perhaps in the face of such criticisms, missionary writers of the Edwardian
era sought to legitimize their work by defending the very motivations of
missionaries. Most writers sought to counteract conceptions of missionaries as
being driven overseas by romantic ideas about faraway places or simply by naive
benevolence, arguing instead that missionaries were, above all, consciously
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carrying out the larger work of the Christian Church.10 In fact, many writers
portrayed a sense of obligation or duty for all Christians to support missionary
work, which in turn motivated the missionaries themselves, helping to reinforce
such awareness. As one writer put it, “loyalty to our religion demands that we
preach it.”11 Such loyalty was transnational in nature, rooted neither in capitalism
nor in the nation-state, but in a religion that potentially ignored national borders.
Protestant Christianity offered its followers a collective identity that transcended
those of the family, village, city, nation, or empire. Thus, at a time when loyalties
to the nation and empire were very important, Protestant Christianity, by
emphasizing the duty and obligation to follow Jesus Christ’s Great Commission,
created a contesting transnational identity based on social and cultural ties
instead of national ones. However, the very promotion of this community and its
obligations demonstrated how it was only an imagined one.
Since so many missionary writers spoke about the duty and obligation of
missionary work in the Church, it is reasonable to suppose this was a response,
not only to criticism from without, but also to a larger fear of declining interest
among church-goers in the missionary endeavor at the beginning of the twentieth
century. One writer openly lamented what he felt was a fading of the sense of
obligation and duty within Protestant Christianity.12 Perhaps the desire to focus
on theological reasons for why a person would respond to appeals from within
the Church to preach, teach, or practice medicine overseas, or to admit that there
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were other, perhaps secondary, motives behind the desire,13 were both part of a
larger attempt to legitimize the missionary endeavor itself to both outsiders and
insiders.
It is clear that many writers in the early twentieth century were writing in an
attempt to generate support for mission work within the metropole,14 or to defend
charges brought against it by its critics. However, publishing missionary
literature in order to generate support was nothing new.15 What was unique to
the texts of the Edwardian era was an overwhelming sense of urgency in the face
of a rapidly changing world. Caught in the transition to what would later be called
modernity, several authors talked about what would today be recognized as
globalization: “The bigness of the modern man and the littleness of the modern
world are twentieth century discoveries ... The twentieth century has entered
upon a marvelous era of cosmopolitanism.”16 There was a transcontinental
awareness17 of the fact that the world was changing technologically,18 allowing
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improved communication between peoples around the globe, and many writers
used the opportunity that the mix of anxiety and optimism about the future
afforded to appeal for renewed support of missionary work. If imperialism and
capitalism were going to place peoples from around the world increasing in
contact with each other during the twentieth century, it was Protestant
Christianity that would “soon be called upon to guide and direct this new world of
wonder and romance.”19 These writers favored modernity, but were willing to use
it to support their promotion of evangelization as the means by which it could be
better dealt with.
Many of the writers contributing to the wealth of missionary texts in the
early twentieth century spent a lot of space defending and promoting the need for
the missionary endeavor to expand its reach. Whether this was sparked by the
late nineteenth century centennial celebrations, or was in response to criticisms
or lack of support from within or outside the Christian community, it amounted to
an overall sense of obligation and duty to evangelize in a globalizing world.
Missionaries called upon the Edwardian generation to awaken to the “realization
of the substantial one-ness of humanity.”20 Writers were optimistic about the
future while questioning themselves about the present and the past. Because of
their intense introspection, we can discern common attitudes on major world
historical themes.

Palace; in 1908 the cabs had almost disappeared and motor-cars had taken their place; in 1918 it
is likely that motor-cars will have disappeared and air-ships will be tethered to pillars erected for
the purpose in the garden.”
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Empire and Race
Most missionaries, both British and American, openly celebrated the
imperial encroachments upon various peoples of the world during the nineteenth
century. Whether or not overtly racist, these missionaries overwhelmingly gave
paternalistic support to colonization. Even those who supported the development
of native churches, to be discussed shortly, supported colonial occupation:
“English rule as everywhere has been favourable, despite some actions which
have seemed the reverse.”21 British writers were not the only ones who
demonstrated imperialist attitudes. American missionaries openly supported
European colonialism, further revealing a transnational flow of ideas underpinned
by a shared assumption of white, Western superiority. For example, writing in
1904, twenty years after the Berlin conference’s partition of Africa, Robert Speer,
Secretary of the Board for Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church in the
United States, commented:
...practically nothing is left of independent Africa. That it was far
better for Africa and the world that the continent should thus have
been absorbed by Europe, there can be no doubt. In no other way
could its turbulence be stopped and the slave trade be suppressed.
It is conceivable that in long centuries purely moral influences
working among the people might have produced a voluntary and
more or less indigenous civilization; and it is true also that
European rule has its vices and short-comings; but no one can
deny that the partition of Africa has resulted in immense progress
and is sure to issue in increasing good.22
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Thus, Speer used humanitarianism to justify violence and domination while
presenting a history that ignored the fact that European civilization brought the
very slave trade he was congratulating the suppression of in West Africa.
Many authors tried to infuse Christianity into wider sentiments supporting
official colonial expansion, one going as far as describing a “consecrated
imperialism”23 that would provide greater opportunities for both Christian and
British expansion. These authors often desired to demonstrate how missionary
work could complement official government work in the colonies in the name of
civilization,24 and worked to reinforce Christianity as an essential part of the
English identity supposedly finding its expression in imperialism:
Slowly but surely the English people, who are not easy to move,
and who are a strange mixture of insularity and imperialism, have
been brought to respect the Christianity which believes sufficiently
in Christ to carry His name throughout the world.25
Thus, Christianity provided missionary writers with an identity that transcended
the English national identity and, in this case, its insularity and imperialism.
While some missionary writers criticized the ill effects of imperialism when
it interfered with missionary work, no one openly questioned it.26 In addition, as
already discussed, they often defended their work in the face of critics who
accused them of working against imperial interests. Thus, it is safe to conclude
that missionaries of the Edwardian era on both sides of the Atlantic were
unabashed imperialists.
23
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While the record on imperialist attitudes among missionary writers of the
twentieth century is clear, opinions on race varied. Missionary after missionary
stereotyped the Asian, or Indian, or African as an “ignorant savage”27 or a
“heathen,”28 often making fun of, or belittling, indigenous culture.29 In addition,
most writers still subscribed to a nineteenth-century theory of racial order and
supremacy. At the bottom of the hierarchy were the “child-races... races that are
still in their early stages, that have either had no development, or have so long
lost any degree of civilization that they once had, that it is quite forgotten.”30 It
was usually left unsaid, and taken for granted, that at the top of that hierarchy
were the populations that the writers themselves belonged to: the white,
Protestant, Christian Europeans and North Americans.
The promotion of racial superiority effectively erased the devastating
social, economic, and political history of the trans-Atlantic slave trade introduced
and carried out by the European societies now claiming natural and inherent
supremacy. Rather than facing the African continent’s history, writers instead
focused on the perceived inferiority of its native residents. Attitudes toward
Africans were usually the most racist among missionary texts accepting the
notion of a racial hierarchy, one writer even describing South African “Bushmen”
27
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as “still in the hunter stage.”31 Many writers divided Africans into five or six
different races,32 bringing the late nineteenth century33 desire to classify and
categorize peoples into the early twentieth.34 These racist attitudes fit well with
the imperialist attitudes already described: if the so-called lower races were
incapable of self-rule, then it was the duty of the supposedly higher races to help
them out by doing so for them. Such attitudes also helped reinforce racist
practices in the field by portraying the image of the white missionary as racially
superior to those he was trying to convert.35 Whether permanent or permeable,
racial categorization reinforced paternalistic ideas about white Christian
missionaries’ duty to help colonized indigenous peoples by bringing them
Christianity.
However, such attitudes were beginning to be questioned in the early
twentieth century. In an article in The East and the West that appeared in
January, 1910, an Anglican missionary in South Africa, Robert Callaway,
31
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admitted that there was “an instinctive colour prejudice” keeping white
missionaries from socializing with South Africans.36 He argued that missionaries
should try to get past this prejudice when in church, since “The natives
themselves are much more sensitive to such slights than is commonly
supposed.”37 Even though he recognized that white prejudice was the basis of
destructive tensions within the South African Church, Callaway was not calling
for anything more than equity within church services. The missionary accepted
the idea that black South Africans were racially inferior, and thus, did not support
the need for social interaction outside of church.38 His goal was religious, not
social, equity.
In response to Callaway’s article, C. F. Andrews, a United Free Church of
Scotland missionary working in India, wrote in the July issue about the need to
go further than mere communion in church services. The editor of the journal
asked his readers to take Andrews seriously. He stated that the topic was
critical, yet no writer had before had the courage to discuss the problem in any
missionary publication. Moreover, he acknowledged that racial prejudice was
hindering conversions to Christianity.39 In the article, Andrews criticized the
missionary in South Africa for being “content with the compromise of the present,
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without looking far into the future.”40 Using a theological basis, he continued by
arguing that social equality was the logical outcome of church equality:
First, the human race is one Man in Christ. This common
humanity is to be realised in its wholeness within the Body of
Christ, of which all Christians of every race are equal members
(Eph. iv. 13, &c.).
Secondly, the Sacrament of the one Bread, the one Cup, is
the Sacrament of Unity, whereby the members of Christ’s Body
become so intimately one that their unity is comparable to the unity
of the Divine Nature itself (St. John xvii. 22, &c.).
Thirdly, Christ in His Incarnation shares, wholly and fully, the
nature of every child of man, of every race (Heb. ii. 14-17, &c.).
In the light of these Christian principles there can, I think, be
no doubt whatever that the Holy Communion – taking the form of a
social meal – was intended to cover the whole of life; to consecrate
all the humanities of social intercourse; to symbolise and lead on to
the most intimate human friendship and affection between the
members of Christ’s Body, fulfilling thus Christ’s new
commandment of love for one another.41
He hoped the “repugnance of the present time” would be a “passing phase,”42
argued that social equality should lead to racial intermarriage, and warned
against allowing racial prejudice in South Africa to develop into a caste system.43
Here is an example of a missionary who, perhaps thanks to his interactions with
different cultures overseas, began questioning nineteenth century racial ideas by
using his theology against conventional beliefs. Thanks to his world experiences,
he had gone as far as questioning objections to interracial marriage, something
that most missionaries would have considered taboo in 1910. While his attitudes
toward race were far ahead of most of his contemporaries, he was not alone.
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In a book published in 1907, Arthur Brown wrote about how racial
prejudice was destructive in the missionary endeavor, calling for greater Christian
sympathy and reminding readers “that other races are not as inferior to us as we
are wont to believe.”44 He dismissed the notion of racial supremacy, saying all
men were inferior to Jesus Christ, and warned against missionaries judging the
religions of those they were preaching to.45 Like Andrews, Brown used his
Christianity to attack racial prejudice during the Edwardian era. While most
writers displayed racist attitudes in overt and subtle variations, these two men
demonstrate that such attitudes were not universal among Christian
missionaries. As previously mentioned, missionaries sensed that they were
living in a time of great change, and these two men saw no reason why these
changes should not extend to social relations among people of different races.

The Native Church
Before discussing views of the Native Church among Edwardian
missionaries, it is important to first understand the Venn model for Protestant
missions and local indigenous churches. Henry Venn, Honorary Secretary46 of
the Church Missionary Society (CMS) from 1841 to 1872, developed a plan over
the course of twenty years for a self-sustaining, self-supporting, self-extending
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Church in Africa and Asia.47 Venn’s model for mission work was a simple
process: Northern European missionaries first preached in a new place; new
converts then formed small faith congregations; the most promising among the
converts were trained by the European missionaries as catechists and
assistants; after a time of experience in these positions, the converts were
ordained as priests and become pastors; once an indigenous pastorate was
established, the European missionary moved on to the next unevangelized
community and begin the process again.48 This model was rooted in the beliefs
that all men were equals as Christians, culture was an important part of
conversion and local church services, and paternalism could only hurt the
development of local churches.49 Venn enacted his policy first in West Africa, in
the face of internal opposition,50 and then used it in other CMS mission fields.51
Other missionary societies adopted his policy during the mid-nineteenth
century,52 making Venn’s model an integral piece of the general missionary
endeavor.
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Missionaries became increasingly racist by the end of the nineteenth
century,53 and, as we have seen, this racism continued into the new century.
Nevertheless, missionary writers were readdressing and debating the question of
the development of the Native Church. Several societies54 and missionaries55
still strongly favored Venn’s model for their own policies. One author called for
the “self-propagation, self-support, and self-government”56 of local churches,
terms clearly influenced by Venn’s model. He wanted converts to become
missionaries:
Self-propagation, therefore, should be insisted upon as soon as
converts appear. They should be taught from the beginning that as
soon as they become Christians, the missionary motive should
become operative within them, and that they are under precisely
the same obligations as Christians in Europe and America to give
the knowledge of Christ to others.57
While some supported the development of the Native Church who still held
strongly racist views,58 others took the view that indigenous pastors could
actually do a better job in evangelization because of their cultural understandings
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and sympathies.59 Perhaps these views were still held, in spite of the growing
racism of the nineteenth century, because of experiential encounters with native
preachers. For some, it was no more than the realization that it was not possible
to send out large numbers of white men to evangelize the rest of the world.60
Whatever the reason, among missionary writers who discussed the development
of the Native Church, it appears that most still endorsed Venn’s model as the
ideal during the Edwardian era.
However, there were a number of missionary writers who displayed
paternalistic attitudes in relation to local churches,61 openly questioning the
competency of those churches. Some even ignored the presence and
achievements of indigenous pastors.62 A few writers either found problems with
the Venn model, or completely rejected it:
But it may be asked, ‘If the Negro cannot be expected to evangelize
Africa is there any hope that the white man can do it?’ White men
will have to do it just as white men will have to evangelize Asia and
South America. They must organize the work, keep up its morale,
its definiteness of purpose, its aims, and pour into it a tide of
unresting energy and unhesitating sacrifice.63
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Some of the supporters of the Venn model defended it against the attacks of
doubters and detractors.64 One even pointed to fear as a possible motivation
behind the rejection of Venn’s model:
The rather extraordinary objection has been urged that if the native
church becomes self-supporting and self-governing, the missionary
cannot control it. But why should he control it? Because the native
brethren are not fitted for independence? When will that be, if they
are not given a chance to learn? Shall we wait until they equal the
American and European churches in stability?65
All of this suggests that missionaries contested ideas in relation to the
Native Church during the Edwardian era. The Venn model still enjoyed prestige
it once held during the late nineteenth century to a degree that made it hard for
many missionaries to openly criticize it. The expressed end of the missionary
endeavor was the establishment of a self-supporting, self-governing, selfpropagating indigenous church, even if the practice of foreign missions did not
confirm such an agenda. Most missionary writers still expressed support for the
Venn model, even if they had adopted racist, imperialist, and paternalistic views
to help them legitimize the delays in carrying out its execution. Others had
rejected the model in different degrees, and for various reasons. This interplay of
opinions and attitudes on indigenous Christianity will be developed further in
chapter four in relation to the WMC.
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“The Evangelization of the World in This Generation”
No other phrase would capture the enthusiasm among missionary writers
during the Edwardian era more than the watchword first adopted by the newer
and missionary organizations, which had younger members, the Student
Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions (SVM), British Student Volunteer
Missionary Union and Young People’s Missionary Movement of the United States
and Canada: “The Evangelization of the World in This Generation.” It was to be
the unifying rallying cry for all English-speaking missionaries, young and old, on
both sides of the Atlantic.66 This watchword captured the culmination of a
number of the themes among missionary texts as discussed earlier in this
chapter: the sense that the world was rapidly changing, that communication and
travel had improved, that there were critics of foreign mission work who needed
to be answered in order to generate more support for the missionary endeavor in
the metropole, and that it was a duty or obligation of all Christians to support the
work of missionaries. According to the SVM:
The Watchword emphasizes the pressing and overwhelming
urgency of the missionary situation and appeal. It reminds us
constantly that our problem is a living one – one which living men
have to face on behalf of men now living... The Watchword is a
vast and bold challenge.67
It meant that the world had changed enough in the past few years, thanks to
technological and political changes, to make it possible for every living person in
the world to at least hear the Gospel of Jesus Christ in the current generation.
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The idea was not a new one. In the late 1880s, the nascent China Inland
Mission published a book about its short history in a work entitled The
Evangelization of the World.68 Its author discussed two themes of theological
justification for mission work: the duty of Christians to evangelize, and the open
field of mission work around the world.69 What was missing, or had not yet
developed, was the optimistic view that this task of proselytizing all human
beings in the present age was possible. Many writers were enthusiastic about
the prospects by the opening years of the twentieth century, making the
watchword a truly Edwardian sentiment:
Never before has the subject of the evangelization of the
world been so widely and carefully considered as during the last
decade. Whatever the reason, a new interest in those who dwell in
the remoter regions of the earth has been waked, and thousands
are studying conditions in order to transform them.70
Thus, they were aware of the trend of self-introspection, and hoped such work
would lead to increased support for the missionary endeavor.
While most missionary writers approved the watchword, and what it stood
for, some distrusted it for lacking an honest dose of humility and self-criticism:
Underlying [the fascination behind the watchword] is a subtle
compliment to the persons who adopt it. Does it not imply that,
although the generations of Christian effort in the past have failed
to transfer the world’s allegiance to its Redeemer, now that we
have come on the scene, things will be different? Our fathers were
not of our calibre or of our class. Good and pious they were: but
we are world-statesmen and empire-builders, and we are surely
equal to this great endeavor. So we find the modern students, and
now, in increasing throngs, the laymen, cantering jauntily into the
arena, confident that they will do the task before sunset.71
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This sobering voice was not representative of most missionary writers, though,
who eagerly adopted at least the enthusiasm inherent in the watchword in order
to defend, or draw support for, the missionary endeavor.
Implicit in the call for “The Evangelization of the World in This Generation”
was a call for unity among missionaries of different Protestant denominations.
Some writers called for unity on theological grounds, claiming the “catholicity of
the [Protestant Christian] Church is a characteristic of her existence.”72 Others
feared that the Roman Catholic missionaries were perhaps more successful
because they were unified, suggesting Protestant missionaries should find areas
where work could be combined.73 Some even called for the creation of a
“science of missions,” 74 to streamline mission work. If there was only one
common humanity for all people, then the same mission problems could be
applied to different fields, thus preventing future wasted time and energy in
working out the same issues over and over again.75 In the face of those who
would object to unity among missionaries in different fields and of different
denominations, the early years witnessed an increasing hope in such a project, if
only for practical reasons.76
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The notion of unity among Protestant missionaries was another one of the
ideas about missionary work that were not yet fixed in the early twentieth century,
as opinions among missionaries on the subject were still being formed and
debated. A series of four articles written on comity among missionaries, which
appeared in The East and the West between 1906 and 1908, best illustrated this.
Between the quarterly journal’s first appearance in 1903 and the WMC in 1910,77
only one topic sparked such a discussion. Arguing that denominational
differences did not matter in the field, the first writer, William Smythe, Bishop of
Lebombo, Zululand, used a theological basis for unity.78 He also argued that it
was acceptable for missionaries to socialize with Protestant missionaries of other
denominations, as well as Roman Catholics, for all were part of the same
spiritual family.79
Following this article was one by a former bishop in Capetown, South
Africa, Alan Gibson, which appeared in The East and the West in October, 1907.
Like Lebombo, the missionary who wrote the article from the April 1907 issue,
Gibson agreed on the importance of socializing with both Protestants of other
denominations and Roman Catholics, and lamented the problems that divisions
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had caused for the wider Christian community.80 Furthermore, he suggested the
holding of a general conference in support of the goal of Christian unity.81
Whether or not this Anglican former missionary knew about the plans for a world
conference one year prior to their announcement is unknown. Either way, his
article demonstrates that there was a desire among missionaries, even before
the WMC had been officially announced, to come together to work out problems
that could be solved regardless of denominational differences.82
In response to this article, an Anglican missionary in China, Frank Norris,
wrote an article printed in January, 1908. Norris disagreed with the main points
of Gibson’s article, claiming that conditions in China were too different from those
in South Africa to allow for the same degree of comity between Protestant and
Roman Catholic missionaries.83 On the question of holding a general
conference, he pointed out that a Centenary Conference had been held in
Shanghai in May, 1907, and that a regional conference had also been held
recently in India.84 In addition, he was suspicious of allowing non-episcopal
80
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Christian groups to attend Anglican conferences and visa versa, but thought that
all Protestant missionaries were part of the same general witness to those they
were trying to convert.85 Norris is representative of those who thought very
limited cooperation between different Protestant denominations was possible, but
believed that an international conference was unnecessary because each region
had its own specific conditions.
The last article in the series appeared in the July 1908 issue of The East
and the West, which was the last issue before the general announcement of the
World Missionary Conference to be held in 1910. In it, M. Burrows, a vicar in
Ceylon, put forth reasons why missionaries, particularly Anglican, should be
suspicious of attempts to unify mission work overseas. He stated that Anglican
bishops had ignored the appeal for comity, which only dated back a few years,
leaving people in Nonconformist denominations to push it forward.86
[The appeal] was practically an agreement to sink differences. It is
no exaggeration to say that the line adopted by its promoters took
often the following form. It was based on the idea that a native
Church was to be founded, and that the differences now existing
between the different Protestant bodies in England and America
would disappear as soon as the expected native Church reached
maturity; these differences, therefore, were not to form part of the
Gospel message as delivered to the heathen. It was consequently
thought right to make as little as possible of them.87
Burrows believed that missionaries should be free to go where they chose,
instead of trying to stay clear of areas already occupied by other denominations,
but favored limited comity in the form of overlapping work.88
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These four writers, all missionaries, demonstrate that the very idea of
coming together for something as general as a world conference was not
something all missionaries agreed on. While they may have agreed on the need
to avoid waste in having duplicate, rival institutions in place in mission fields, they
were not willing to lay aside theological differences in the name of the
evangelization of the world. Some were suspicious of even bringing episcopal
and non-episcopal missionaries together in any type of conference. Yet, a
general Protestant conference was exactly what was being planned when these
issues were being debated for the English-reading missionary public. The voices
wary of unity would be lost in the excitement surrounding the coming conference.

Conclusion
The World Missionary Conference of 1910 in Edinburgh, Scotland, did not
happen in a vacuum. This chapter has shown that the decade leading up to it
was one rich with missionary literature on a vast number of subjects. Several
themes emerge from these texts, which allow historians to gain a sense of
common attitudes and opinions among missionaries during the Edwardian era.
Missionary writers spent a lot of time and energy looking within their field,
hoping to defend it, justify it, or draw support for it. They were largely caught
within the imperial and racist attitudes of their day, yet often still believed that
there was a legitimate space for indigenous churches, free from Northern
European and North American rule. Overall, they were aware that they were
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living in a time of great change, and were optimistic about the future of the
Christian campaign of global evangelization.
However, they did not agree on the need for, or the usefulness of, the type
of unity that the WMC would offer. The texts these missionaries left behind show
that, above all, they were still working out ideas about their project, and the
peoples they encountered, during the Edwardian era. The interchange and
debate among missionary writers demonstrates that their attitudes and opinions
were not set in stone.
The next chapter examines the unified image presented at the
Conference: an image emerging from two years of research among various North
American and Protestant European mission boards and societies; an image
spearheaded by a charismatic American who had never been a missionary; an
image including the voices of colonized converts to Christianity.

CHAPTER THREE
A “Conference for a Conference”

We fear that some of our readers will hold their breath in
horror when they grasp the fact that the Pan-Anglican Congress is
to be followed by another which is, if possible, still more ambitious
in its aims than was the one which is just over. We trust, however,
that they will not be content to draw any conclusion from the
magnificent title of the proposed Conference until they have read
carefully what Mr. Mott has to say on its behalf.1
Charles Robinson, Editorial Secretary of the Society for the Propagation of
the Gospel in Foreign Parts, wrote these words to his readers in the October,
1908, issue of The East and the West, in reference to an article appearing in the
same issue by John R. Mott to promote the upcoming World Missionary
Conference (WMC). For many readers, Mott’s article was the first news they had
heard of the proposed conference to be held in the summer of 1910. Appearing
well in advance of the Conference, the article was an attempt to draw support
and foster anticipation. As Robinson’s remarks showed, however, the idea of
holding a Christian or missionary conference was nothing new. Along with the
increase in missionary literature produced during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, a large number of missionary conferences were held. The
World Missionary Conference in Edinburgh, though, promised to be something

1
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entirely new. It was to be this conference which would mark a turning point in
modern Protestant Christian missionary history.
This chapter focuses on the WMC itself: who was at it in Edinburgh, why it
convened, and what it said. Fortunately, the eight commissions produced
volumes of material that provide the basis of this chapter. These volumes give
readers today the ability to understand the major events that took place at what
Mott called “’the most notable gathering in the interest of the worldwide
expansion of Christianity ever held, not only in missionary annals, but in all
Christian annals.’”2 First, this chapter examines prior conferences and how the
WMC was planned and promoted to be different. The story of John Mott, who
was a key figure in the Conference, is told, and then the actual commission
findings are discussed. Finally, this chapter returns to the common attitudes held
among Protestant missionaries during the Edwardian era and the extent to which
the Conference conformed to these attitudes. The themes of race and the
indigenous church are discussed in the next chapter.

The Road to Edinburgh: Prior Missionary Conferences
Advocates of the missionary enterprise during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries often gathered together to discuss topics of concern.
There was a wide range of conferences: regional, for example, white
missionaries from the predominantly Protestant countries stationed in Japan
coming together as a body; denominational, such as Anglican or Methodist
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conventions; voluntary, such as the Young People’s Missionary Movement of the
United States and Canada (YPMM) or the Laymen’s Missionary Movement
conferences; or nominally ecumenical, such as the 1888 Centenary Conference
in London. Some societies held yearly conferences; other denominations met
rarely. Delegates for most conferences belonged to the particular society,
denominational mission board, or region in the mission field for which the
conference had convened, but the conferences were open to the general public.
These conferences often served as exhibitions of the work being carried out in
the field in order to draw support. While the WMC was different, in many senses,
from the scores of missionary conferences convened during this time, it built on
many of their procedural practices.
As an ecumenical conference, the World Missionary Conference
developed from the visit of Dr. Alexander Duff to New York in 1854, for it was his
initiative that set in motion a series of interdenominational conferences that
evolved into the WMC.3 Six years after Duff’s visit, a multi-denominational
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conference was held in Liverpool.4 What was important about this conference, in
relation to the WMC, was that separate meetings were held nightly for the
general public, while day sessions were closed, and a report of its proceedings
was published at the end of the conference.5 Another interdenominational
conference was held in 1878 in London, but it was more of an exhibition for the
public than a conference to discuss solutions to missionary problems.6 Due to
the success of this conference,7 another was held ten years later, in London.
The ten-day Centenary Conference of 1888 was a celebration of one hundred
years of mission work, and was the first attempt at holding a missionary
conference that was both interdenominational and nominally international. It
welcomed delegates, though not proportionately, from dozens of British and
American, as well as a few Northern European, societies.8 Two volumes of
information about the conference were published, containing information on the
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topics discussed at the conference.9 Building on the success of this conference,
New York City’s Carnegie Hall hosted the Ecumenical Conference on Foreign
Missions in 1900.10 This conference, although not having proportionate
representation, was the most interdenominational and international missionary
conference at that time, as every predominantly non-Christian geographical
region with Protestant missionaries stationed there was represented.11 After this
conference, many hoped another conference would be held in another ten years,
but no plans were made for six.12
In addition to these ecumenical meetings, two regional conferences held
in the early years of the twentieth century had a profound influence on the way
the WMC was structured. For the Decennial Missionary Conference in Madras,
India, eight separate committees were established before the conference
convened in 1902. Their duty was to research a number of the common issues
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facing missionaries in India.13 This pattern of basing the conference discussion
around the findings of pre-established topical committees was also used at the
Centenary Missionary Conference in Shanghai, China, in 1907.14 This
conference went a step further by printing pamphlets written by the committees
before the conference, and distributing them to the delegates so that they would
be better prepared for the discussions of the committee reports.15 It was at this
conference that a regional policy of future comity and unity in many areas of
mission work among Protestant missions was adopted for the first time,16 in a
declaration stating the goal of mission work in China would be the production of
one Chinese Church, free of denominational divisions.17
These conferences demonstrate how the World Missionary Conference
was largely framed by its time, building on ideas on how to hold a missionary
conference brought forth in prior conferences. The very idea of trying to hold a
world missionary conference evolved over time as multi-denominational and
multinational missionary conferences increasingly sought to include
representatives from more nations. With the large amount of missionary
literature discussed in chapter two, these conferences were part of a larger
13
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campaign to promote the missionary enterprise within the Church and to the
public. The idea of publishing information gathered for the WMC owes its
beginning to the wave of missionary literature in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries and to the publication of a similar nature by some of the early
ecumenical conferences. Finally, the structuring of a conference around reports
submitted by subcommittees responsible for researching certain topics traces its
beginnings to two regional, but multi-denominational, conferences of the early
twentieth century.

Planning a “Most Notable Gathering”
The World Missionary Conference, held at the Assembly Hall of the United
Free Church of Scotland (UFCS) between 14 June and 23 June, 1910, has been
seen by some scholars as marking the beginning of modern missiology and the
global expansion of Christianity.18 However, most scholars, notably historians,
have not given the conference much attention. Its contemporaries, though,
anticipated the WMC as a highly important event. Some looked forward to it for
its promise
...to bring together and to focus the opinions of missionaries,
government officials and others who are capable of contributing
towards a discussion, if not towards a solution, of the chief
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problems of thought and action which are raised by missionary
work in all parts of the world.19
Influential men and women whose opinions would be of value to their
contemporaries, and thus possess the ability to meaningfully contribute to the
missionary debate, would gather together as a body to discuss issues of
importance to missionaries across the globe.20 Others hoped the conference
would lead to greater efficiency in the mission field by turning unity and comity
into policy for missions.21 While some may have been wary of yet another
missionary conference,22 the WMC succeeded in its goal of becoming the
largest, most representative ecumenical conference to date, and it was attended
by most of the top figures of missionary history in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. How was such a successful conference planned, organized
and structured?
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According to one of the official histories of the WMC, the beginnings of the
1910 conference only reached back four years.23 Leading figures of the
missionary endeavor considered the idea for holding another ecumenical
conference late in 1906. It became a formal decision at a meeting in Edinburgh
in January of the following year.24 Invitations were soon sent out to the major
missionary societies to send delegates as members of the General Committee,
which later became the Executive Committee, and a number of meetings were
held in the summer and fall of 1907 in the United States and Great Britain to plan
the actual conference. At these meetings, the organizers decided that the
precedent set by the Madras and Shanghai Conferences in appointing eight
special committees would be adopted for this conference. While acknowledging
the debt owed to prior ecumenical conferences for its very existence, the
planners of the WMC wanted this conference to be new and different. As
George Robson explained in the WMC documents, the London 1888 and New
York 1900 conferences were
...chiefly great missionary demonstrations fitted to inform, educate,
and impress. It was felt, however, that the time had now come for a
more earnest study of the missionary enterprise, and that without
neglecting the popular demonstrational uses of such a gathering,
the first aim should be to make the Conference as far as possible a
consultative assembly.25
23
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This meant that all doctrinal and ecclesiastical differences would be off-limits for
discussion, and no binding resolutions would be made unless they were
supported by all of the delegates. In addition, this conference strove to be
representative of the entire Protestant missionary endeavor. Of the 1200
delegates allowed to attend, mission boards and societies26 were allowed to send
a proportionate number of delegates27 based on their annual expenditure, leaving
one hundred spots available for special delegates appointed by the British,
American, and Continental Executive Committees.28 By early 1908, the details
for how the Conference would be organized and carried out had been finalized.
The work then passed from the planning committees to that of the commissions
and the promoters.
Eight commissions, each with twenty members, one as chairman,29 and
one or two as vice-chairmen, were assigned a wide range of subjects.30 The
lands, it was argued that if they were allowed in as part of the Conference, the WMC would also
have to study home missionary efforts in Europe and North America.
26
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members of most commissions were primarily British or American with one or
two Western and Northern Europeans or Canadians, and each commission was
left to make its own plans on how to best produce its report as a team.31
Regardless of how they chose to delegate the work, all of them used the
approach of deciding which issues would be addressed by the commission, then
researching these issues by sending out questionnaires to active missionaries in
foreign fields, teachers and principals involved in mission training and education,
administrators who worked for mission boards and societies, and others involved
in the missionary endeavor. Most of those who received the questionnaires were
recommended by the mission boards and societies themselves,32 or because
they were acquainted with a member of a commission.33 Therefore, the answers
the commissions received were influenced by the correspondents’ standing with
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their employers, and the personalities of those selected to serve as members.
Nonetheless, each commission drafted their own set or sets of questions,34 which
were mailed out to the selected correspondents by February, 1909.35 The final
reports of the commissions, printed in time for the delegates to receive a copy
before traveling to Edinburgh, were based on answers received from these
questionnaires.
The commission reports were anticipated to be of high value, well before
their publication.36 The East and the West published their price and promoted
their value, stating, “These volumes will not consist of dry statistics, but will be
found to be as interesting as they are instructive.”37 Their value was academic,
not historical: “As far as the ground covered is concerned we expect that these
volumes will be for several years to come a standard work of reference.”38 The
reports published by the WMC were to contain the best, most up-to-date
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information available on the missionary enterprise. As one of the commissions
stated, the conference was the “first attempt at a systematic and careful study of
missionary problems of the world, including those that bear upon both the work
abroad and the operations of the Societies at home.” 39 Therefore, the WMC
reports would be a useful addition to any missionary library.
The works of the authors discussed in chapter two could not compete with
the accuracy and breadth of knowledge expected to have been obtained from the
thousands of answers the commissions received from their correspondents. To
the Edwardian missionaries, the WMC reports were comprised of the best
information available on their field, a fitting tribute to over one hundred years of
missionary expansion. To historians, they offer valuable information about North
American and predominantly Protestant European foreign missions, but more
importantly, these texts open a window on the opinions and attitudes of those
involved in the Edwardian missionary enterprise.

Promotion and the Face of the Conference: John R. Mott
Before describing the content of the reports, it is important to understand
the immediate context of the World Missionary Conference. In order to generate
anticipation and approval, the WMC executive committees carried out a full
promotional campaign in the United States and Great Britain. According to the
conference documents, the purpose of this campaign was to ensure that the
Church would know “what was happening, look forward to the opportunity of the
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gathering, appreciate its significance, and be ready to receive its message.”40
Articles, interviews, and advertisements appeared in missionary and secular
journals and newspapers.41 Scotland hosted over one hundred public meetings
on the conference. Key figures went on speaking tours to raise support.42 A
newsletter containing current news on the WMC was mailed out monthly to
missionaries and missionary administrations.43 All of these actions helped raise
the consciousness of not only those involved in the missionary endeavor, but
people living in the metropoles associated with the Conference.
Within the historically Protestant community, approval for the Conference
came easily from most denominations. Again, the world had already seen a few
well-attended multi-denominational conferences in the past few decades.
However, these were not usually attended by ecclesiastically episcopal branches
of the Christian Church, and the aim of the World Missionary Conference was to
bring all Protestant missionary bodies, in proportionate numbers, together for a
general meeting. Thus, a great part of the promotional campaign for the WMC
40
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was spent seeking the approval of the Church of England. In order to appeal to
all denominations, both episcopal and nonconformist, it was decided early on that
no communion liturgy would be celebrated.44 Instead, separate communion
services and prayer meetings would be held for delegates the Sunday during the
conference in neighboring churches.45 This decision alone was not enough to
bring about full support. It was personal contacts that won the favor of the
Anglican Church. Rev. Tissington Tatlow, General Secretary of the British
Student Voluntary Missionary Union (SVMU), has been credited with winning the
favor of Anglican officials for the Conference in 1908,46 while John Mott helped
generate approval among mainstream Anglicans in his key article detailing the
event published in The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign
Parts’ The East and the West in October, 1908.47 Anglican conferences in the
past were those at which policies were changed. They were not merely
consultative assemblies. Mott stilled Anglican fears of an ecumenical conference
by carefully telling readers that it would have no binding power to change the
policies of any denominations present:
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The Edinburgh Conference will be cosmopolitan, and will be
representative of the aggressive forces of Christianity to a degree
which has not characterized any other Christian assembly. While it
is expected that all the regular missionary societies or boards
throughout the world will be officially represented, the Conference
will be free in the sense that no effort will be made to bind
corporately or organically any society thus represented.48
In the article, Mott explained the eight-commission structure of the conference,
and promised that the event would send a message to the entire Protestant
Christian Church.49
Mott was not the only person50 promoting the Conference, or helping to
raise the necessary funds for it in advance.51 However, he was arguably the
single figure, more than any other, whose spirit and ideas most influenced the
WMC. Mott called it an honor to be involved in its planning and promoting.52 The
very act of holding such a conference in the first place fit in very well with his
personal goals, ambitions, and ideas for the greater missionary enterprise. A
popular figure in missionary circles, Mott, an American who had never been a
missionary, was selected to chair both Commission I and the meetings of the
WMC. The Conference took place midway into his life, and marked a key point
in his career.
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Mott was recognized as a key figure within the missionary enterprise,53
and in contemporary American society,54 well before the WMC was held. This
was due to his position as the General Secretary and Chairman of the World’s
Student Christian Federation, Chairman of the Student Volunteer Movement for
Foreign Missions (SVM), and President of the World Alliance of the Young Men’s
Christian Association. He had played a key role in the organization or founding
of each of these organizations,55 had traveled the world twice on investigative
expeditions into the state of foreign missions,56 building important missionary
relationships along the way, and had spent decades working to promote
ecumenism among mission boards and societies both at home and abroad.57
Yet he was only forty-five in 1910.58
In addition to traveling the world and helping to organize major
international missionary organizations, Mott gave major speeches and wrote
several books. This output makes it easy to discern his ideas and passions. His
1900 book, The Evangelization of the World in This Generation, best sums up
the optimism found in missionary literature during the Edwardian era; its title was
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the Watchword driving the student movements in North America and Great
Britain. Reading his speeches and books, readers are left with a sense of
urgency in the obligation to evangelize non-Christian peoples. He was a master
of rhetoric, turning the goal of the missionary enterprise into a call to arms,
motivating primarily college and university students to invest their time or life in
the endeavor. For example, at the 1909 SVM Conference, he told students that
accepting the Watchword as a personal one meant making a commitment to
...give all people of our day an adequate opportunity to know of
Jesus Christ, an adequate opportunity to accept Jesus Christ. It
means to preach the Gospel with such fullness, clearness and
power to the non-Christians of our generation that the responsibility
for its acceptance or rejection shall rest, not upon those who have
thus preached the Gospel, but upon those to whom it has been
preached.59
Such words were meant to inspire listeners considering becoming missionaries,
giving them a sense of purpose. With the marked rise in recruits under Mott’s
influence, it is easy to see that he was a man who practiced his craft well.
Although the Watchword was not officially used for the WMC,60 the
meaning behind it still comes across in its reports, notably the report of
Commission I, which he chaired. Mott had been selected to lead the first, and
arguably the key, commission of the conference, on “Carrying the Gospel to all
the Non-Christian World.” He was well-suited for this assignment, considering
his involvement in the student and ecumenical movements and his focus on the
Watchword. His commission set the tone for the rest of the Conference. It is
clear that Mott was largely responsible for most of the writing of the report
59
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produced by the commission, as his distinctive literary style made the report read
very differently from the others, which followed more scientific or narrative
styles.61
Mott was rewarded62 for his efforts in actively promoting the WMC and
guiding the key commission when he was asked to chair the main meetings for
the discussion of the reports during the Conference. Thanks to his extensive
travels and publications, Mott was already a well-known figure to the delegates.
In addition, he represented the student movement, the symbol of the future. As
Joseph Oldham, the Secretary of the WMC, later stated, Mott was
...asked, as a young layman in his early forties, to be the sole
chairman of a gathering composed in the main of members of an
older generation. His conduct of the conference was masterly and
set many precedents.63
As chairman, Mott received in writing the names of those who wished to speak
on the floor the day before. During morning sessions, commissions were given
forty-five minutes to present their reports. The remainders of the morning, and
the entire afternoon, sessions were filled by seven-minute speeches given by
delegates Mott selected.64 One delegate remarked,
The Conference was singularly fortunate in its Chairman. Dr. Mott
presided over all the meetings for discussion with promptitude and
precision, with instinctive perception of the guidance required, and
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with a perfect union of firmness and Christian courtesy, of earnest
purpose and timely humour, which won for him alike the deference
and the gratitude of the members.65
Another observer present at the Conference described Mott as
...a born leader of men. Square-faced, irregular in feature, with a
massive forehead, a full mouth that closes with a snap, and eyes
that suddenly gleam and seem to send shafts of light shooting
through the dense masses of humanity before him, Dr. Mott stands
up like an officer and speaks with the directness of a drill-sergeant.
He has no eloquence, no fine sentences or phrases, but he knows
what he wants to say and he says it. His diction would be
monotonous were it not that he has every now and then a keyword; and this word, jerking back his head and his eyes gleaming,
he enunciates and sends hurtling like a bullet from a gun.66
Mott was a leader, and his presence and position gave him a lot of power in how
the WMC was conducted. This power, albeit for religious ends, was militaristic to
those who experienced it. The missionary endeavor was a battle for souls, and
Mott was an important officer responsible for directing the ranks by inspiring them
to continue in the fight to bring others to Jesus Christ.
John Raleigh Mott, newly Dr. Mott, performed his role as chairman to
positive acclaim. As moderator of the recorded discussions of the report, he had
the power to influence the Conference in ways no other person was able. His
own commission set the theme of the conference, and he was largely
responsible for what was said in its report. His dual position as chairman of the
first commission and chairman of the WMC allowed him to open the discussions
of the Conference, when he personally presented the report of his commission,
and to close them, when he delivered the closing address. He was a popular
65
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visionary, and his own ideas largely influenced the overarching positive
atmosphere of the WMC. His voice was heard far above other participants in the
Conference.

The Eight Commission Reports
The reports produced by each of the eight commissions varied widely,
thanks to the personalities of their members, the questions they submitted, who
they chose as correspondents, the answers they received, how transcontinental
communications were arranged among members and the degree to which
members or sub-committees were responsible for the reports edited by the
chairmen. What follows is a short summary of each commission, addressing
what was unique to each in topic and content.
Again, the commission on “Carrying the Gospel to all the Non-Christian
World” helped to set the tone of the Conference and was largely influenced by
the ideas of its chairman67 and the Watchword of the student movement. For
example, one of the summary findings of the commission could have easily
appeared in any of the SVM or YPMM textbooks of the Edwardian era:
...time is really at hand –not coming– when the Christian Church
should bestir itself as never before in the countries of the nonChristian world in which it is already at work. In our judgment the
present is the time of all times with reference to the evangelisation
of the non-Christian world. It is so because of the awakening of
these nations and the desirability of bringing Christianity in its full
strength to bear upon these nations while they are still plastic; it is
so because of the critical movements and tendencies which are
manifesting themselves in almost all the non-Christian nations, for
67
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example, the spread of the corrupt influences of our Western
civilisation, the expansion of great systems of secular education,
the growing racial pride and antagonism, the increasing activity and
enterprise and aggressiveness of some of the non-Christian
religions. It is so because of the rising spiritual tide in almost all
parts of the non-Christian world and the desirability of the Church
taking advantage of a rising tide, when it is possible to do more in a
short time than the Church can do in long periods if she misses
such an advantage.68
Such a statement could have easily appeared in most of the Edwardian
missionary texts, especially those produced by the YPMM, SVM, and SVMU.
Missionaries were living in an important time in history, one which offered
Christianity plenty of opportunities to expand because of the global political
situation: Japan’s awakening, as demonstrated in its recent military victory over
Russia; the results of the forced trade of opium into China and liquor into West
Africa by traders from historically Christian nations; the hardening of the
classification of peoples by race and caste in places like India and South Africa;
the increased colonial domination, official and unofficial, by North American and
European nations. Instead of promoting evangelization as a means to spread
western civilization, this commission saw in Christianity a corrective to the ill
effects of that civilization while recognizing the agency of potential converts.
Commission I’s report was split into four parts: a tract on the missionary
enterprise, which emphasized the urgency and opportunity of the present
situation; a survey of different foreign missionary fields; suggestions on how to
better distribute missionaries and build up indigenous churches; and a
concluding section describing the commission’s findings, or rather, opinions. In
this final part, the commission argued that the four most important areas in
68
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foreign mission work at that time, those requiring the most attention, were the
following: China, which was reported to be just as suspicious of Christianity as it
was of Western ideas and influences; Equatorial Africa, because of the spread of
Islam; India, home to a mix of rising nationalism and spiritualism which could
potentially evolve into a rejection of Christianity; and the Near East, due to the
fact that the region had largely been ignored by Protestant missionaries up until
that time.69
The report of the second commission, “The Church in the Mission Field,”
while not as persuasive as the first, still read like an Edwardian missionary
textbook on its subject. Reporting on churches planted within the last two
hundred years in areas largely dominated by non-Christians,70 this commission
did not address indigenous churches, but rather the constitution and organization
of mission churches.71 It studied the conditions under which people were
allowed to convert, finding most denominations had different rules on
probationary periods preceding baptism. It addressed how converts were trained
in their new faith, suggesting they should be involved in some type of ministration
in their new congregation. It treated the settlement of disciplinary issues within
the mission churches, stressing the important witness of Christian converts for
their own society. It commended the role of weddings, funerals, Sunday
Schools, hymns, revivals and other practices in their ability to strengthen
Christian communities, as well as the faith of individual believers. It stressed the
69
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importance of keeping Christian families centered on Jesus, but not removed
from their larger, predominantly non-Christian communities. Finally, it looked at
how Christian literature was not developing in vernacular languages very well. In
the conclusion to the report, the commission echoed the cautious ecumenical
tone of the Conference, saying missionaries could still learn a lot from the
procedures of other missions while respecting denominational boundaries.72
Commission III was assigned the topic of foreign educational work:
“Education in Relation to the Christianization of National Life.” A large portion of
the work of this commission was split into several subcommittees, each
responsible for generating individual reports, which were then turned into
chapters, leaving the overall report a very disjointed one.73 It did, however,
provide readers with a sense of Edwardian Protestant reasons for conducting
mission education in the first place: to give students the means to read a Bible, to
train minds and free them from superstition, to give students the moral character
needed to resist the evils introduced by Western civilization, to help students find
gainful employment, and in higher education, to train the future leaders of the
native churches. The commission also addressed the concerns of missionaries
associated with industrial training and the recruiting and preparation of mission
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teachers, and concluded its report by arguing that mission schools provided the
“best moral and spiritual influences” present at mission stations.74
Commission IV addressed the “Missionary Message in Relation to nonChristian Religions.” Thanks to the guidance of the commission’s chairman,75 of
all of the commission reports, Commission IV’s made the most extensive use of
providing the name of the foreign missionary behind particular facts, opinions,
ideas, quotations, or summaries of their work.76 In addition, like Commission III,
Commission IV distributed its work into five subcommittees,77 but unlike
Commission III, the findings of Commission IV’s subgroups were successfully
pulled together into one cohesive, finished product. Chapters on the five
religious groups it discussed were organized around the same set of questions
asked all of the correspondents on their observations of the similarities and
differences between Christianity and the religions they encountered, what were
the most difficult Christian concepts for converts, what were some of the societal
barriers against conversion, and what were the elements of Christianity most
easily understood by those being proselytized.
Correspondents were also asked by Commission IV what effect, if any,
their experiences had had on their own personal beliefs. While many
correspondents denied any effect, or said that their encounters had only
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strengthened their faith, some were open about how their lives in foreign mission
fields had changed their Christian paradigm. For example, some missionaries
found that they were able to sift out some of the unessential externals of
Christianity because of their experiences. As a correspondent described,
“The dogmas of theologians, as such, have now little place in my
thinking, and the most important and vital elements in the Christian
Gospel seem to me to be few in number and simple in fact. Peter’s
confession, ‘Thou art the Christ, the son of the living God,’ and the
young lawyer’s summary, ‘Thou shalt love the Lord thy God, and
they neighbor as thyself,’ ... seen to me to comprise the vital and
important.”78
Because of his experiences, his appreciation of what was essential to his faith
had narrowed considerably. Another echoed such sentiments, stating,
“My life in the East ... has taught me the need of simplicity in
faith and practice, and I have found myself shedding quite a
number of things which twenty-five years ago I should have
considered as being of very vital importance. But amongst the
things I have shed, I have not found it necessary to include any of
the articles of the Apostles’ or Nicene creeds, or my belief in
Christianity as the supreme and perfect revelation of God to man.”79
Both of the missionaries, along with others mentioned in similar discussions in
the commission’s report, found their denominational differences to be of little
importance thanks to experiences among the Japanese or other peoples. Thus,
this commission, while perhaps not openly, was suggesting that the missionary
enterprise was perhaps a cross-cultural exchange, rather than a one-way
exercise of power by the metropole on the colony.
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Commission V was assigned the task of researching the “Preparation of
Missionaries,” which made this the one of two commissions not to include actual
foreign missionaries among its correspondents. Instead, questionnaires for this
commission were directed to those involved in the training of missionaries in
North America and Protestant Europe. Because of the way the work was divided
among the members of the commission, the finished report reads in a very
disconnected manner, suddenly changing from information obtained by British, to
Continental, to American correspondents in each chapter.80 In addition, the
topics covered by this commission are not of interest to many today.81 For
example, the role of language, or the ability of missionaries to understand the
words of those they were trying to reach, received little attention aside from
mission boards and societies’ desire to hire intelligent men and women capable
of quickly learning languages.82 This report dealt primarily with early twentieth
century missionary pedagogy, included little information on actual missionaries,
and portrayed the sense that mission boards and societies wished they could
raise the standards used in employing men and women as missionaries.
Like the report on “The Church in the Mission Field,” by Commission II, the
report on the “Home Base of Missions,” by Commission VI, provided readers with
80
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an orderly presentation, although it also lacked Mott’s rhetoric. Moreover, like
Commission IV, this commission did not contact actual missionaries, since its
topic dealt with the metropoles in North America and Protestant Europe.83 Its
purpose was to investigate the ways in which mission work was promoted so that
those involved in the missionary endeavor could better understand how to
generate more support and recruit more candidates for foreign mission work.84
While Edwardian missionary propaganda holds its own value for contemporary
scholars, the report also included a very important tool for historians of Protestant
missionaries during that time. The report of this commission was the thickest,
not for its content, but for its two hundred fifty-two page bibliography. Dividing
the literature into major categories and subcategories, seven contributors from
North America and Protestant Europe gathered together lists of missionary books
and periodicals written in several languages for this bibliography.85 Their
extensive project offers historians an invaluable guide for what those involved in
the missionary endeavor were reading in the early twentieth century.
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The seventh, and shortest, report was that of “Missions and
Governments.” While it dealt with the interesting topic of the relationship
between missionaries in the field and indigenous or colonial officials and political
leaders, it was the least-researched of the commissions.86 It was also the most
paternalistic and condescending in tone,87 and sounded defensive of colonialism.
Perhaps this was due to its aristocratic chairman.88 Arguing that there should be
no tension between church and state, since both parties were primarily interested
in promoting the welfare of their subjects, this commission called for nothing less
than freedom for missionaries to come into a land to evangelize, and for converts
to be allowed to accept the faith without political or legal penalties.89 Due to the
lack of research and the dominance of its chairman, the voice of missionaries
active in foreign lands was largely lost in this report. This is unfortunate, for if this
report had used as many correspondents as the others, or relied more heavily on
the statements made by those correspondents, it would have provided readers
and historians with a better understanding of the delicate relationships between
86
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missionaries and foreign or colonial governments before the First World War.
Given the inherent tensions in those relationships, perhaps it was felt best for
official reports of the WMC to avoid making things more difficult for foreign
missionaries by closely analyzing the policies and actions of colonial agents.
The final report, on “Co-Operation and the Promotion of Unity,” was wellwritten, although it was based on the responses of less than two hundred
correspondents.90 It read like a persuasive tract culminating in a call for unity,
which was also the way it was discussed at the conference. The appeal for
comity, unity, and cooperation were tied to all of the other seven commissions,
for as the report explained:
A World Missionary Conference such as the present is itself an
indication that the Christian Church generally has recognised the
magnitude and gravity of the task committed to it in the
evangelisation of the world. Christian Churches and Societies have
realised the necessity of meeting together to face the facts of the
situation, to discuss the suitability and adequacy of their present
methods, and to devise measures for the increase and more
effective use of their resources.91
While the commission found scarce evidence of actual comity and cooperation
among missionaries of different societies and denominations in the field, it
promoted future unity in as many areas as possible, such as education and the
production of Christian literature. Reflecting the desire to use colonized lands as
experimental spaces, it also called for federation among indigenous churches as
they developed into self-supporting and self-sustaining bodies.92 At the end of
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the report, a Continuation Committee of the WMC was proposed to continue the
work begun with the Conference.93 This committee, to be discussed in further
detail in chapter five, was unanimously approved by the delegates, thanks to the
successful language used in Commission VIII’s report, the speakers selected to
discuss its findings on the floor, and the skillful timing of Mott’s call for a vote.
The Conference had been promoted as the culmination of two years of
research on the most important topics relevant to the missionary enterprise, and
the Protestant Christian public had anticipated the value of the reports for their
accuracy and breadth of knowledge. What they received, though, was a set of
works comprised of eight individual reports. Although unified in purpose in
association with the Watchword fueling the Conference, each report had its own
distinctive style, importance, and flaws, and was guided by disparate
personalities and correspondents.

Major Themes to Emerge at the WMC
Even though each commission was given leave to set its own policies
concerning how research would be conducted and a final report comprised,
several of the themes common to missionary literature of the early twentieth
century were expressed in each of their reports. Without wishing to diminish the
individuality of each report, it is important to understand just how well the
Conference as a whole conformed to overall attitudes and opinions common
among missionary writers of the era.
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The first theme to come through in the texts was that which offered
delegates justification for their life’s work: it was their obligation and duty to bring
the Gospel of Jesus Christ to all nations. As one speaker at the public evening
meetings put it,
...the Foreign Mission Movement is a gigantic enterprise which
rests upon a tremendous assumption... that the Christian religion is
superior to every other religion that exists or has existed upon
earth, and that consequently we are both entitled and bound to try
to persuade every tribe or nation which has not already become
Christian to exchange its ancestral faith for our own.94
Christianity was the true religion, and if its adherents believed it, they were bound
to bring it to others. A couple of the reports followed a common pattern in
Edwardian missionary literature by listing the statistics of Christian and nonChristian populations in the world in the hope of emphasizing the immensity of
the task before them, and thus the duty to throw one’s efforts into evangelizing
those who had yet to receive the message the missionaries carried.95
Tied to the sense of obligation was that of urgency, reflecting the youth
movement Watchword, “The Evangelization of the World in This Generation.”
Not only was the work of evangelization an obligation for all Christians, but it
needed to be carried out quickly and fully. While the Watchword was not
officially tapped by the WMC, it was still prevalent among attitudes expressed in
its reports. Presumably Mott’s words, published in the report of Commission I,
exemplified the atmosphere of urgency in which missionaries were believed to be
caught in the midst of after one hundred years of modern mission work:
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It is a startling and solemnising fact that even as late as the
twentieth century the Great Command of Jesus Christ to carry the
Gospel to all mankind is still so largely unfulfilled. It is a ground for
great hopefulness that, notwithstanding the serious situation
occasioned by such neglect, the Church is confronted to-day, as in
no preceding generation, with a literally world-wide opportunity to
make Christ known... never before has there been such a
conjunction of crises and of opening of doors in all parts of the
world as that which characterises the present decade. It is likewise
true that never on the home field have the conditions been more
favourable for waging a campaign of evangelisation adequate in
scope, in thoroughness, and in power. Therefore, the first duty of a
World Missionary Conference meeting at such an auspicious time
is to consider the present world situation from the point of view of
making the Gospel known to all men, and to determine what should
be done to accomplish this Christ-given purpose.96
While perhaps not as well-stated as Commission I’s declaration, the reports of
the other commissions echoed similar sentiments, one even calling the present
situation an emergency.97
The sense of immediacy was infused by an awareness of living in a
shrinking world during a time of change. Like other missionary writers of the
early twentieth century, the dozens who contributed to the WMC documents
recognized the technological, social, and most especially, political changes under
way around the world.98 In expressing imperialist sentiments, Commission VII
was the strongest, offering a classic example of paternalistic imperialism by
suggesting colonial rule was primarily for the benefit of those placed under
foreign domination, not for the economic gain of the colonizers.99 In opposition to
Lord Balfour’s commission were more cosmopolitan ideas expressed by Mott’s:
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There is a widespread movement among the nations and people of
Asia, Africa, and Oceania toward independence of European and
American control and influence... This national movement in
almost every place is the expression of the growing selfconsciousness of the peoples. They are proud of their past; they
believe they have resources and ability to make their own
contribution to the life of the world. They wish to preserve their
individuality and independence, and to develop and be true to their
national and racial characteristics.100
Mott recognized the agency of colonized peoples and the legitimacy of their
desire for independence before the rise of twentieth century nationalism. He went
further than recognizing early nationalism, which other reports had as well, by
openly calling for it to be allowed to develop:
This national and racial spirit cannot and should not be
crushed or checked. It is a matter of profound concern to the
Christian Church. It will have much power to hinder or to facilitate
the spread of Christ’s Kingdom. Christ never by teaching or
example resisted or withstood the spirit of true nationalism.101
However, most of the reports fell somewhere between Mott’s and Balfour’s
commissions, not openly supporting colonialism, yet shying away from openly
condemning or criticizing the great imperial powers. Missionaries initially wanted
to cooperate with colonial governments, but were opposed to disruptions colonial
agents caused in the lives of the people they were trying to work with in building
new faith communities. Therefore, criticisms of imperialism were often buried in
discussions of the ill effects of the western culture introduced by colonial rule and
trade. Such criticism provided another justification for the missionary enterprise:
traders spread materialism and cheated workers, and western education
100
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deteriorated moral culture, while missionaries carried the only curative for
colonized societies.102 Thus, imperialism was questioned only in ways that
helped to promote the missionary agenda, not for its own intrinsic deficiencies,
causing missionaries to take an ambiguous stance on modernity.
Perhaps the most prevalent theme to emerge among the reports was that
of a desire for comity, unity, and cooperation. The very fact that so many
Protestant denominations and nations were represented at the Conference was a
sign that the call for unity was well-supported. No one questioned the theological
divisions among those present. As one commission explained,
We frankly avow that we are loyal members of different
communions, and are in brotherly conference with each other
without any relaxation of the responsibilities which such
membership implies. In our consultations we have come to a
clearer understanding of each other’s principles and position, and
rejoice to recognise that we call all learn from each other’s teaching
and polity, without being unfaithful to our own.103
Protestants of very different theological backgrounds and nations had gathered
together to learn from each other’s mistakes, and to find ways of working
together in the larger campaign of world evangelization.
In addition to the entire commission dedicated to its promotion, most of the
commissions expressed some desire for limited or full unity among Protestant
missionaries overseas. Several of the reports urged that the goal of the
Watchword was only possible if missionaries of different denominations,
societies, and countries, worked together.104 One commission endorsed the
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notion, stating, “It is the judgment of the Commission that the time has come for a
complete co-operation of all foreign missionary forces for the evangelisation of
the non-Christian world.”105 It was time for Protestant missionary forces to put
aside minor differences and work together. If they remained divided, they would
only succeed in forming small, divided communities in mission fields, instead of
helping to build strong, united Christian ones.106
It was also hoped that the work of proselytizing in foreign lands would help
bring about unity among Protestants in the metropole107 and keep the peace
among the historically Christian nations in the future.108 Doctrinal differences
were not discussed at the WMC, so the call for unity was promoted and defended
along utilitarian lines. The Conference itself was a reflection of a growing call for
cooperation among missionaries in the early twentieth century. With the themes
discussed in this chapter and the last, the discussion of unity at the Conference
demonstrates just how well many of the attitudes and opinions that emerged at
the WMC were consistent with those expressed by a wide array of missionaries
throughout the Edwardian era. Ideas on comity and imperialism were being
rethought, while those which provided the basis and motivation driving the
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missionary enterprise remained largely unchanged. Attitudes toward race and
the Native Church will be discussed in the next chapter.

Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated how the World Missionary Conference
encapsulated the ideas, attitudes, concerns, and opinions of the larger
missionary endeavor during the Edwardian era. Thus, the WMC is a key event
which historians can use to try to understand the missionary enterprise as it
stood almost a century ago.
The WMC was an extension of prior multi-denominational, primarily
evangelical, and multi-national conferences, but it was organized in the interest
of holding the most representative Protestant missionary conference in the world
to date. John Mott largely influenced the Conference, but each of its commission
reports reflected the individualism of their members. While the Conference failed
to produce a unified accounting of the state of the missionary enterprise, it
presented tantalizing signs of ideas still being sorted out in the minds of those
responsible for the reports and for the Conference more generally.
Many of the themes to emerge in the reports mirrored those discussed in
chapter two: the duty of evangelization, the immediacy in carrying out that work,
and the varying calls for cooperation. Chapter four discusses the themes of race
and the indigenous church as presented to and discussed at the conference. It
also gauges the degree to which West African voices were present or
represented at the world conference.

CHAPTER FOUR
Who Spoke for West Africans?

The pioneer missionaries were often ‘fathers’ to the
converts. The converts in their turn were glad to be their ‘children.’
But the difficulty in older missions now is that we have a new
generation of young missionaries who would like to be looked upon
as fathers, and we have a new generation of Christians who do not
wish to be treated like children.1
It was the evening of Monday, 20 June, 1910, and the World Missionary
Conference (WMC) in Edinburgh, Scotland, was entering its second week of
deliberations. Four of the commission reports had been discussed the week
before, and the final week had just begun. The official delegates had spent the
morning and afternoon session in the main meeting place for the Conference, the
Assembly Hall of the United Free Church of Scotland, discussing the shortest,
least-researched, and most paternalistic and condescending report of the WMC:
Commission VII’s report on “Missions and Governments.” Bishop Roots and
Rev. Ibuka had just finished giving their speeches on the topic of the evening,
“The Problem of Co-operation between Native and Foreign Workers,” when Rev.
Vendanayagem Samuel Azariah, later to become the first Indian Anglican bishop,
rose to deliver the final address of the evening. In the words which serve as this
chapter’s epigraph, he delivered the strongest criticism of the racist attitudes then
1
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undermining mission work to be heard during the entire conference. He had
traveled from India and stood amidst a predominantly older group of missionary
administrators, men from North America and historically Protestant Europe, at
what was supposed to be a world missionary gathering. It was his voice that
spoke best on behalf of countless colonized converts and their compatriots
around the world encountering racist attitudes from foreign imperial missionaries.
Even though it was a big step for Protestant ecumenism with delegates
present from all major missionary organizations in Protestant Europe, North
America, South Africa and Australia, the World Missionary Conference was not
diverse in terms of race. Much attention had been given in its planning to make it
proportionate in terms of mission boards and societies, but not in terms of the
world’s Christian population. Delegates had been chosen, and their travel paid
for, by the boards and societies represented, and few societies had chosen
Christians from foreign, usually colonized, lands. None had selected Africans.
As a world conference on Christian missions in non-Christian lands, how were
the voices of Africans, particularly West Africans, supposed to be heard with no
West Africans present?
This chapter addresses this key question in order to determine how West
Africans were represented, their voices heard or ignored, and their very persons
portrayed at the WMC. The first section discusses some of the important themes
to emerge at the Conference by examining how race was treated. Following a
brief section on the historical context of the Christian Church in West Africa at the
time of the WMC, the third section treats the role of the Native Church. Finally,
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this chapter considers the notion of voice in relation to West Africans and others
from the younger churches at the Conference.

Race and Racism at the WMC
The World Missionary Conference expressed many of the ideas and
attitudes common in Edwardian missionary literature. One of the issues being
reconsidered in the missionary literature of the day was nineteenth century
assumptions about racial classifications. Once-hard racial lines were
increasingly seen as permeable or irrelevant, and several writers criticized fellow
missionaries for holding old racist attitudes instead of those of Christian
fellowship towards those they were preaching to. The documents of the WMC
captured debates and changing opinions evident in missionary literature during
the early twentieth century. While many of the commissions expressed
variations on themes of white and western supremacy, the Conference also
expressed newer attitudes on racial equity in light of the Christian Gospel.
Absent from the WMC texts were many of the harsh adjectives common in
nineteenth, and some early twentieth, century missionary literature: savage,
barbarian, and bushman. One commission employed the term heathen,2 and
some spoke of indigenous populations as uncivilized.3 However, even though
the language may have become refined, several of the nineteenth century racist
ideas were still expressed in the final documents.
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Perhaps the most racist attitudes expressed were given in a speech by
Rev. R. Wardlaw Thompson during an evening session the Saturday of the
Conference. The topic for the evening was “Changes in the Character of the
Missionary Problem.” Two talks, one on the Far East and the other on Dar alIslam had just been given when Thompson, then Secretary of the London
Missionary Society, addressed missionary work “Among Primitive and Backward
Peoples.”4 Expressing approval of the idea of a global racial hierarchy, he began
by describing races which possessed an ancient religion and culture. According
to his world-view, these races were “in a state of remarkable wakefulness under
new intellectual and political influences.”5 Thus, some races were more
advanced than others, but there was room to move in the racial hierarchy as
seen by the awakening of some of the older races. He then addressed races to
believe in what were called animistic religions, which would have included many
non-Muslim West Africans.
The missionary to primitive and barbarous peoples is in a
totally different position from the worker among Chinamen or caste
Hindus. He is admittedly one of a superior race – everything about
him is superior, his clothes, his tools, his medicines, his knowledge
on many subjects are all far, far beyond the wildest dreams of the
people to whom he goes. The poorest habitation he erects for
himself is far better than the best hut the native lives in.6
Thus, according to Thompson, white missionaries to West Africa belonged to a
superior race and West Africans were themselves inferior to both the white
missionaries and other races being proselytized by the missionaries.
4
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Thompson went further by deprecating the intellectual capacity that West
Africans would have possessed as members of these lower races:
The undeveloped intellectual life of such races, the absence
of any sense of sin, and the gross materialism and corruption of
their natural state, have proved further barriers, everywhere
operative against the reception of the gospel.
These difficulties, however, are not of the same stubborn
and powerful character as those which present themselves among
the more highly civilised and religiously developed races. They
have melted away after a time under the influence of the simple
and wonderful story of the love of God for the degraded and the
ignorant, proclaimed to them first of all and most effectively in the
life and conduct of the missionary, who is to them the living
embodiment of the Christ of whom he speaks.7
Thus, according to Thompson’s racial hierarchy, West Africans did not possess
the same advanced religious and cultural tradition as, say, the Chinese.8
Culturally, they were behind; racially, they were inferior; intellectually, they were
not as bright. However, this last idea was not necessarily a hindrance to
conversion. In fact, civilization could be an obstacle to conversion. In
Thompson’s understanding, the intellectual dimness of the lower races meant
they did not have the capacity to make similar objections to Christianity as, say,
the more civilized Chinese. With the superior witness of a white missionary, and
presumably his family, these simple peoples would quickly trade their own
religious beliefs for those of Christianity.
Even with these overtly racist sentiments, Thompson did offer his listeners
a sense of the possibility for changing one’s racial position in the world. There
was room to advance in his racial hierarchy. True, a West African’s skin may
7
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remain the same color regardless of which religion he or she practiced. With
Christianity, though, he or she could become civilized.9 Then, perhaps well into
the future, his or her descendants could progress far enough to join the Christian
family as an equal: “We look for the day when the black man with the yellow
man, and the brown man with the white man, shall become one great
brotherhood in Christ...”10
While these attitudes and words may sicken readers today, Thompson
was certainly not the only person holding them present at the WMC. He was
simply the person to put them forward in a speech at one of the evening sessions
open to the public. It would be unfair and inaccurate to condemn Thompson as
one delegate sustaining old racial views at the Conference. The oldest
participants, mid-Victorians like Eugene Stock, would have been less overtly
racist than their younger, middle-aged counterparts. The same would have been
true for the youngest generation present, represented by figures like John Mott
and Joseph Oldham. However, most delegates present were older
administrators sent by their mission boards and societies. Belonging to the
middle generation present at the Conference and raised in an atmosphere of
social Darwinism, scientistic phrenology and solidifying racism, many of them
undoubtedly held similar views to Thompson’s. Although we may not know for
how many, Thompson’s words presumably represented the voice of many
delegates present at the WMC.
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Thompson’s ideas served as one end of the spectrum of racial attitudes
expressed at the Conference, for he included most nineteenth century racist
assumptions in his speech. Pieces of such attitudes also appeared in many of
the commission reports. Commission I referred to primitive races,11 Commission
II suggested that some races held a “lack of independent thought,”12 and
Commission VII described five levels of civilization among the non-Christian
peoples of the world.13 All of these characterizations would have applied to West
Africans, but Commission III specifically stereotyped Africans when it suggested
“negro races” would best benefit from agricultural and industrial training rather
than higher education,14 while Commission IV explained that such “peoples
usually stand on a lower stage of human development, and intellectual hindrance
arises chiefly from that fact.”15 Thus, elements of Thompson’s racial world-view
were found in many of the commission reports, further demonstrating that racist
views would have been widely held by the overwhelmingly white male delegates
from North America and Protestant Europe present in Edinburgh that summer.
Even so, the WMC took place during a time when old attitudes were being
reconsidered. This is evident in the treatment of race, for the above opinions
11
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were not the only ones expressed. Most of the texts were neutral on race, and
some openly criticized racism among Christian missionaries from North America
and Protestant Europe. Commission I reported that many of the missionary
correspondents had noticed the negative effects of missionaries from those lands
presenting themselves as socially superior to the people they were trying to
evangelize, observing “the social aloofness and superiority of the missionary is
inimical to the realisation of Christian brotherhood between him and his fellowChristians in the native Church.”16 Thanks to their experiences overseas, some
of the missionary correspondents were questioning the racist assumptions they
had once held when they first sailed overseas.
For example, Rev. Nassau, former Presbyterian missionary to West
Africa, was quoted in Commission IV’s report saying,
I have known missionaries who seemed to have come with only a
feeling of hard duty to bring the Gospel to dirty, degraded, fellowmembers of the human race. They felt a personal antipathy to
colour, dirt, vermin, and ugly faces. Unintentionally they showed
that antipathy in their manners. The alert-eyed natives saw it.
Without at first saying anything disrespectful, they quietly gave
them outward obedience. But they never gave them respect, never
opened their hearts to them. The teachings of such missionaries
fell flat. They filled a certain niche in the roll of station members;
but they never had influence for good. Rather, some of them, by
their harsh words or curt manner, brought only evil to the
missionary name.17
Here was an example of a missionary who, perhaps thanks to personal
experience, had reconsidered racist assumptions many of his fellow white
missionaries brought with them to foreign mission fields. His description of the
unresponsiveness of indigenous listeners showed his own disdain for racial
16
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superiority. Nassau used the responses to racism that he had witnessed as a
way to prove to others how destructive racial views rendered the missionaries
who held them ineffective in the greater campaign of evangelization. By showing
how the attempts of missionaries holding superiority complexes only hurt the
evangelization project, Nassau demonstrated a rejection of older views on racial
superiority.
In addition to the words of some white missionaries that came through in
the reports of some of the commissions, a number of colonial subjects present at
the WMC were given the floor during discussions and evening programs,
allowing them to voice their opinions on racial assumptions. The significance of
their voices will be discussed later in this chapter.
Rev. Azariah’s speech offered an example of the type of criticism
presumably held by countless native pastors. Azariah described the problem he
had seen in missionaries wishing to keep an attitude of superiority over converts
and second generation Christians. For example, he said he remembered an
incident from a few years prior to the WMC when
...a young missionary told me of what he called the impudence of
an Indian clergyman, who was a graduate of one of the Indian
universities, in going forward to shake hands with him. “This man,”
he said, “thinks, that because he is a graduate and has put on
European costume, I must shake hands with him!”18
In this case, the Indian pastor demonstrated a cultural understanding of social
order, one in which his religious position placed him on an equal standing with
the educated European missionary. The missionary, though, still held a solidified
understanding of racial categories that placed Indians, regardless of dress,
18
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degree, or vocation, below Europeans. Explaining he did not think this example
was the norm for cross-cultural relations in India, Azariah continued, “Even if they
were solitary instances, occurrences of this extreme type ought to be
impossible.”19 His very criticism of racial superiority was cautious, as if he were
trying to bring it to the attention of his listeners without upsetting them too much.
Azariah also discussed the long-terms effects of racism on indigenous
Christians. Saying relationships between the two were more like that of master
and servant than that of Christian brothers, he stated, “As long as this
relationship exists, we must admit that no sense of self-respect and individuality
can grow in the Indian Church.”20 He then took the theme of urgency in the face
of a changing world common among missionary appeals and applied it to the
issue of race:
The problem of race relationships is one of the most serious
problems confronting the Church to-day. The bridging of the gulf
between the East and the West, and the attainment of a greater
unity and common ground in Christ as the Unifier of mankind, is
one of the deepest needs of our time. Co-operation between the
foreign and native workers can only result from proper relationship.
Co-operation is ensured when the personal, official, and spiritual
relationships are right, and is hindered when these relationships are
wrong. The burden of my message is that, speaking broadly, at
least in India, the relationship too often is not what it ought to be,
and things must change, and change speedily, if there is to be a
large measure of hearty co-operation between the foreign
missionary and the Indian worker.21
Azariah voiced the frustration of countless Christians and native pastors
encountering relationships marred by racial superiority in colonized lands. He
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understood that it was this problem that would have to be resolved in the
twentieth century.
Azariah and the white missionaries noted above were not alone in their
opinions on the need for changed racial views. For example, Commission VI
understood the importance of the race problem, yet its report was undermined by
paternalistic residue. First, it approved releasing administrative authority from
white missionaries to native pastors22 and recognized the magnitude of the racial
problem for the Christian Church. Then, calling for greater sympathy among
white missionaries toward indigenous peoples, it stated,
There can be little doubt that the racial question is likely to
prove one of the most pressing and difficult questions of the
twentieth century. The work of foreign missions has done much to
prepare the Church to meet this tremendous problem. Missionaries
have taken a leading part in asserting the rights of Asiatic and
African peoples to just and fair treatment, in educating these
peoples to take their proper share in the life and work of the world,
and in protesting against the injustices and cruelty perpetrated by
representatives of the white races.23
By describing the white missionaries as taking the initiative in asserting the rights
of primarily colonized peoples, agency remained in the hands of white men. It
was the beneficent white missionaries who helped the uneducated indigenous
peoples understand their very own plight. At the same time, the commission
conveyed an image of the white missionary as an ally of colonized peoples in
their fight against injustice. It well understood the problem expressions of racial
superiority caused the Christian Church, and recognized the importance crosscultural relations would hold in the twentieth century.
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The Edwardian era was a time when old racial assumptions were being
reworked. This was true in the larger body of missionary literature of the day, as
well as in the texts produced for the WMC. The Conference failed to put forth
one unified expression of interracial sympathy and human solidarity. Instead, it
provided a wide range of attitudes, from Thompson’s regurgitation of white
superiority to Azariah’s open criticism of it. The differences in racial opinions
were also detected in the discussion of the Native Church at the Conference.

Christianity and West Africa in 1910
Before addressing how the Native Church was presented at the World
Missionary Conference, it is important to appreciate the historical context of the
Christian Church in West Africa at that time. The reality of the missionary
situation there will aid in the discussion of indigenous churches and the presence
of their voices, particularly West Africans’, at the Conference.
It may be remembered that the policy adopted by the Church Missionary
Society (CMS) in West Africa was developed by Henry Venn in the midnineteenth century. He wanted to establish a self-sustaining, self-supporting,
self-extending native or indigenous church, free from the control of white foreign
missionaries. The implementation of his plan was considered a success, largely
due to the public personality of Bishop Samuel Ajayi Crowther. As the first
African Anglican bishop, ordained in that capacity in 1864, Crowther exercised
full leadership within the indigenous Anglican community. Over the next few
decades, other missionary societies adopted Venn’s model and it was used in
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other foreign mission fields. Eventually, it became the well endorsed goal of
foreign mission work among missionary writers of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.
Crowther’s episcopacy, that of a former slave converted, educated and
repatriated to West Africa by the British, ended in a manner devastating to him,
his subordinates, and the West African Church. From the very beginning, his
authority and capacity for leadership had been attacked by a fellow CMS
missionary to West Africa, the Englishman Henry Townsend. Twenty years
Bishop Crowther’s junior, Rev. Townsend began his career as a missionary in
West Africa around the same time as Crowther’s in the early 1840s. Over the
next four decades, Townsend used every opportunity available to criticize
Crowther’s efforts, as well as those of the rising group of indigenous preachers in
what later became Nigeria.24 Despite these efforts, under Venn’s administration,
Crowther’s recommendations for ordinations had been quickly approved, and the
native pastorate had grown considerably.25 Indigenous pastors had been given a
plenty of space to evangelize as they chose, under the direction of their African
bishop, and the Church in West Africa had grown progressively.26 Venn’s model
had been considered a success, but despite the growing Christian community,
racial opinions of people like Townsend had only hardened. White missionaries
24
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had felt increasingly threatened by the strength of the growing indigenous church
under African leadership.
Venn died in the early 1870s, and Townsend continued to criticize Bishop
Crowther and the native pastorate, despite their success. Venn’s office was filled
by a series of secretaries hostile to African authority. In 1890, the CMS, with the
help of Townsend, conducted an investigation and charged many of Crowther’s
priests with placing secular matters above spiritual ones. At a public hearing, the
CMS found twelve of the fifteen ordained African missionaries working at the
CMS Niger mission to have failed to lead an exemplary Christian life, and
suspended them from all sacerdotal and evangelical functions. Bishop Crowther
objected, saying bishops, not secretaries of special commissions, had the
authority to suspend clergy from their pastoral duties. When he refused to use
his office to fire the priests, Crowther was dismissed from the special hearing. By
1891, most of the African missionaries had been removed, not by their bishop,
but by the CMS, from their positions at mission stations. Crowther died later that
year, marking the end of the era of missionary societies’ implementation of the
Venn model in West Africa. 27
In response to the way Crowther had been treated during the past several
years of his life, and in response to growing racism, social Darwinism and
superiority complexes among white missionaries of different denominations, a
grass-roots movement had begun develop within the West African indigenous
churches in the closing years of the nineteenth century. Christians of several
27
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denominations, proselytized by different foreign societies, came together to form
new communities free of North American and Protestant European control. In
1888, the Native Baptist Church was formed.28 In 1891, the United Native
African Church was formed.29 In 1892, five of the twelve priests previously
employed by the CMS joined former African missionaries of the Wesleyan
Methodist Missionary Society (WMMS) to create the Anglican Niger Delta
Pastorate.30 Over the next fifteen years, more schisms took place within mission
churches, and a number of prophetic churches arose.31 By the time the WMC
convened, several independent African churches had existed for a generation,
often populated by families whose Christianity could be traced back generations.
These churches were free of North American and Protestant European control,
financing, and guidance.32
Despite the tremendous success story in planting self-supporting, selfpropagating Christian communities in West Africa, the Christian Church in that
part of the world received comparatively little attention at the WMC. Replicating
common ideas on racial hierarchy at the time, the focus of the Conference
instead centered on China, Japan, and India. When Africa was discussed at all,
South Africa usually received the most attention. West Africa’s success in having
28
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achieved the proclaimed goal of missionary evangelization apparently counted
for little credit.
Those who possessed knowledge of the state of the Christian Church in
West Africa would have found it difficult to find legitimate information about it
when reading the WMC documents. Most of the commissions that addressed
West Africa followed the common practice in missionary literature of the day by
completely ignoring the presence of established, independent indigenous
churches. Instead of recognizing the success of the indigenous missionary,
agency in the evangelization of the world belonged to the white missionary from
North America and Protestant Europe.33 West Africans were silenced and
erased from the history presented in the WMC texts. When the situation in West
Africa was described, it was usually as a means to further portray urgency in an
attempt to quicken the pace of the missionary enterprise: the threat of the
advance of Islam received more treatment than any other issue in the
discussions of West Africa.34
The history of the West African Christian Church in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries was, and is, a fascinating one. Thanks to generations
of repatriated Christian slaves, many of whom became missionaries, to Henry
Venn’s policies and friendship with Samuel Crowther, and to Bishop Crowther’s
authority and influence within both the Anglican and larger Christian
33
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communities, a strong faith community had taken root. Because of the rising
racism amongst white missionaries, ordained missionaries helped establish a
number of newly-formed independent West African churches. By 1910, an
arguably stable Christian community was in place in many parts of West Africa,
free of foreign missionaries. Venn’s model had been realized, but doing so had
required several schisms and realignments. West Africa could have provided an
excellent case study for developing Christian communities at the Conference, but
it was largely overlooked. When it was noticed, agency remained largely in the
hands of North American and Protestant European missionaries, not the
subaltern Christians in the pews. The myth of metropolitan initiative was
amplified instead of subaltern autonomy.

The “Delicate Task”: The Native Church
Despite the relative lack of attention to the independent West African
Christian Church, the establishment of a Native Church was largely promoted as
the end of the missionary enterprise in the WMC texts. Henry Venn’s model was
extolled, and no one spoke against it. Only a few addressed the issue of how the
model was not being turned into reality, but their very recognition of existing
missionary policy falling short of the goal was an advance from past missionary
literature. Even so, the very fact of the already present Native Church in West
Africa was almost completely ignored at the Conference.
While missionary literature of the Edwardian era contained the opinions of
a few who felt that indigenous converts should never be allowed to take control of
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their own churches, such opposition to the Venn model was not expressed at the
WMC. Instead, almost all of the WMC documents specifically accepted and
promoted the Venn model as the goal of the missionary endeavor.35 A few even
recognized existing native churches outside of West Africa. Commission I, which
supported the Venn model, stated:
...it is generally recognised that the most highly multiplying work
which the missionary can do, in the interest of accomplishing the
evangelisation of a country, is that of raising up and training an
adequate staff of native workers and of inspiring them and cooperating with them in the work of evangelisation. Recent
achievements in Manchuria, Korea, Livingstonia, and Uganda
suggest the great evangelising possibilities of the native workers
and leaders.36
This was one of the very few open acknowledgements of the reality of indigenous
Christians carrying on the work of preaching present in the WMC volumes.
Missing from the list was mention of the independent West African Church.
Commission V also supported Venn’s model in its report, and recognized
the presence of native evangelists in the missionary endeavor:
Amidst all this, the hope and aim of all our work has appeared
already in many lands in the shape of an indigenous Church.
Through that Church the future work is to be accomplished. Within
its membership must be found the largest number of evangelists,
the most influential leaders, the most sympathetic teachers of the
future. It is only through the Native Church that the social evils of
heathendom can be radically dealt with, and only through it that the
Gospel will gradually lose its “foreignness” for the mass of the
people and find its way to the centre of national feeling. It is in
comparatively recent years that the Native Church has assumed
35
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such proportions and power as to constitute a real element in the
modern missionary situation. Experience has shown at once the
importance and difficulty of dealing aright with this fruit of
missionary labour. To attempt to retain indefinitely the control of
these developing Churches in the hands of missionaries would be
unwise, even if it were possible. To know when and how to
withdraw that control will be a delicate task.37
Like Commission I, Commission V also openly recognized the presence of
indigenous preachers, but did not discuss where they were operating. In
addition, Christianity was again promoted as possessing the curative for the ills
of western civilization. It had to be appropriated, though: it was not something
that could remain culturally foreign to those who adopted it. Furthermore, this
statement revealed a state of ambivalence also discernible in a few other WMC
texts. On the one hand, the goal of establishing the Native Church was still the
same as it had been a half a century beforehand when Venn made it CMS policy.
On the other hand, dissatisfaction with the fact that Venn’s model had not
reached its full conclusion was not expressed.
Attitudes rooted in this ambivalence, or middle ground, preferred to
consider newly developed Christian communities in non-Christian lands as
children to the older, established ones in historically Protestant lands. The
commission dedicated to the question of the newer churches in non-Christian
lands described the paternalistic view of the indigenous church as follows:
...it is in close relation with an older Christian community from which
it at first received the truth, which stands to it in a parental relation,
and still offers to it such help, leadership, and even control, as may
seem appropriate to the present stage of its development.38
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Without explaining how long the present stage would seem appropriate, this
commission saw the paternalistic relationship as the ideal one.39 At the evening
meetings, a Japanese missionary explained the paternalistic relationship as one
of the phases of progression between the first conversions to Christianity to the
full establishment of a self-sustaining, self-supporting, self-propagating church.
Stating Japan was in the middle stage when missionaries worked side by side
with indigenous workers, Ibuka did not calling for a quick progression to the final
stage, the removal of the white missionary. Instead, he simply observed without
challenging the fact that missions in Japan belonged to the middle phase, and
pleaded for cooperation.40
In addition to those accepting the ambivalent middle ground, there were a
few at the WMC who openly criticized the fact that the final stage had not yet
been reached. While none of the official commission reports expressed
frustration over the issue, or even recognized it as a problem, four individuals
voiced their opinion on the subject at the discussions of Commission II or at the
evening meetings. Rev. Arthur Brown of the Presbyterian Church in the United
States of America, stated
We have always said that it was our aim to establish a selfsupporting and self-propagating and self-governing Church, but we
have thus far failed to realise the effect of that aim upon our
methods, and I hope that this Conference will mark the period of
transition.41
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Brown told delegates he had gained a lot of respect for his fellow Christians in
Asia through personal experience and asked listeners to “have faith in our
brethren and faith in God... The operations of the Spirit of God are not confined
to the white man.”42 After Brown spoke, a WMMS missionary to South Africa
described a situation in which whites had pulled out of a local congregation’s
affairs, and the church was doing well on its own.43 Thus, during a discussion of
the report that was supposed to clarify the true situation of the indigenous
churches in non-Christian lands, it was left to these two men to describe
situations where native Christians had gained control of their own faith
community and were doing well, and to call for an end to the complacency of
whites on the question of pulling out of well-grounded churches.
Two speakers at the evening sessions also expressed dissatisfaction with
the slow or non-existent process for native churches gaining autonomy. One, a
bishop in China, addressed the question of when the appropriate time was for
white missionaries to pull out. Since the vague answer given often had to do with
whether native workers and church administrators were sufficiently trained and
prepared, he argued that foreign missionaries should be honest about the
situation and pull out as soon as their presence was peripheral.44 The other
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person to show frustration was Rev. Azariah of India. Speaking of the situation
there, he observed,
The aim of the Missionary Societies, we know, is to develop selfgoverning Churches and to give freedom and scope to indigenous
leadership, and to strive to make themselves unnecessary in the
field. But the Societies have not convinced the natives that this is
their aim. Nay, in some missions Indian Christians truly, though I
know erroneously, believe that the missionaries are against any full
self-support and real self-government, because that will make them
unnecessary in the leadership of the work. It is commonly
supposed that the man of independent thought is the man least
consulted in the administration of the mission. I know some
instances where independent action in the smallest affair has been
repressed, and indigenous efforts – even indigenous missionary
efforts – have been looked upon with suspicion and distrust.45
Azariah painted a picture of missionaries from North America and Protestant
Europe unwilling to cede power. He asked for steps to be taken immediately to
begin releasing that power to Indian Christians, and said, “The favourite phrases,
‘our money,’ ‘our control,’ must go.”46 Tired of hearing that power would be
turned over gradually, he called for the transfer to begin at all, for “There can
never be real progress until the aspirations of the native Christians to selfgovernment and independence are accepted, encouraged, and acted upon.”47
He believed his countrymen were ready, and he was willing to stand up and say
so to those at the WMC whose policies had indicated they primarily believed
otherwise. By doing so, he undoubtedly expressed the opinions of hundreds and
thousands of indigenous Christians around the globe.
With the high volume of expressed support for Venn’s model for the
establishment of the Native Church and subsequent withdrawal of foreign
45
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missionaries, frustration at the fact that the goal had yet to be realized in most
places was left to a handful of people at the Conference. No urgency for
withdrawal was expressed amidst any of the commission reports, which had
been written largely by administrators rather than missionaries with extensive
personal experiences overseas. Furthermore, the very history of the Church in
West Africa was largely unaddressed by commission reports and delegate
speakers. When West Africa was mentioned, it appeared as though there was
no existing Native Church.
In the end, there was only one acknowledgement of the West African
independent church movement amid all of the commission reports. Found in a
discussion of the training of missionary workers in Freetown, Sierra Leone, the
observations of one missionary were repeated in the report, stating,
...ordinary missionary’s work is becoming more indirect. Organised
native Churches and Christian communities have risen up, over
which in most instances native ministers exercise oversight, so that
the part of the European is becoming more and more one of
general administration. He stands as the representative of ultimate
authority. Mr. Balmer points out that in parts of the West Coast of
Africa Christianity was associated with deliverance from slavery,
and with the transplanting of those who had been freed. In these
countries there was such a complete break in the lives of the
people that there was little or no difficulty in winning acceptance for
the broad truths of the Christian religion. But now we are seeing
the third or fourth generation of these negroes.48
After this small recognition of the Native Church, the text continued its discussion
of missionary training and education. This was the only acknowledgement of the
twenty-year history of the grass-roots development of Christian faith communities
in West Africa contained in the commission reports of the WMC, and it still
48
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appeared as though the writers were making their best effort to subalternize the
West Africans and place agency and authority in the hands of the white
missionary.
The World Missionary Conference was convened for the very purpose of
discussing the state and problems of foreign missionary work in predominantly
non-Christian lands. The accepted goal of the work by those present at the
Conference was the same one put forward by Henry Venn fifty years before: a
self-sustaining, self-governing, self-propagating Native Church, free of foreign
control, administration, and support, but part of a larger world family of Christian
believers. This goal had been realized in many communities in West Africa
during the generation leading up to the WMC in 1910. Instead of providing an
excellent case study, though, only one passing reference was made to the
independent church movement in West Africa in the WMC documents. In
addition, few present at the Conference expressed frustration at the fact that
power was not being transferred to the indigenous churches. Perhaps this was a
reflection of the fact that, despite its being a world conference, very few members
of indigenous churches were actually present, instead consisting of delegates
almost entirely from North America and historically Protestant Europe.

Voice: Who Spoke for the Native Church at the WMC?
The first world missionary conference was promoted as the most
proportionate representation of the non-Roman Catholic and non-Eastern
Orthodox Christian Church to date. It convened to discuss how to better
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evangelize the peoples of the world who had yet to hear the Gospel of Jesus
Christ. However, members of nations, cultures and races who had already
converted to Christianity in the lands in question, who were then working to bring
more people to their faith, were almost completely unrepresented at the
Conference. Out of the 1,355 delegates, between one and two dozen were
Christians from colonized lands.49 Out of the thousands of correspondents, of
whom the largest portion were missionaries in foreign lands, used by the
commissions to base their reports, perhaps less than a hundred were native
missionaries. Who was it, then, who spoke for the Native Church at the World
Missionary Conference?
Delegates selected by their home missionary societies and boards were
primarily employees holding administrative positions.50 Few missionaries were
selected and funded by their home organizations to attend the WMC. Even
fewer native missionaries were thus sent. A number of the planners of the
Conference, who had hoped more representatives from newer Christian
communities in non-Christian lands would have been selected to attend, were
disappointed by this fact.51 However, colonial subjects were present at the
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WMC, whereas none had attended the ecumenical and regional conferences
preceding the World Missionary Conference. The presence of a dozen or two
colonized subjects was a big change for missionary conferences. According to
the official documents of the WMC, the younger churches within Christianity were
represented by members from Japan, Korea, China, Assam, Burma, India, and
Ceylon.52 One delegate added to this list representation from South America,53
while another added Armenia and stated that almost all of the colonized subjects
were associated with the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions and
World’s Student Christian Federation in their own countries.54 The WMC was the
first non-student movement missionary event at which the voice of the Native
Church was heard and taken seriously.55
The few individuals present did not include among their number anyone
from Africa. Curiously, the popular history of the WMC written on its behalf by a
missionary to Egypt, Rev. W. H. T. Gairdner, claimed otherwise and noted the
presence of
...Oriental and African delegates, yellow, brown, or black in race,
that were scattered among the delegates in that World Conference.
For not only by their presence but by their frequent contributions to
the debates, they gave final proof that the Christian religion is now
rooted in all those great countries of the Orient and the South; and
not only so, but that it possesses in those countries leaders who,
for intellectual ability and all-round competence, were fully worthy of
standing beside the men who have been mentioned, even without
Nelson Bitton, Joseph H. Oldham, and John R. Mott all realized the problem before the WMC
convened.
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the traditions of two millenniums of western Christianity at the back
of them.56
Gairdner went on to describe some of the non-western individuals present by
name or association, and concluded his list by mentioning the presence of “men
of African race, from Liberia, which he claimed was the only independent negro
organised state in Africa.”57 A review of the list of delegates provided by the
WMC, which, when missionaries were listed, usually included the field they had
traveled to the Conference from, does not substantiate his florid claims. What is
more plausible is that a handful of African Americans, sent on behalf of American
Baptist, Methodist Episcopal and Presbyterian organizations, were present at the
WMC as delegates.58 Although West Africans may well have attended some of
the public sessions of the WMC in Edinburgh and Glasgow, they were not official
delegates. As such, they did not have the opportunity, as other colonial subjects
did, to have their names called to speak at the Conference and have their
statements recorded in official WMC texts.
A few of the representatives of other indigenous churches spoke verbally
at the WMC. Three were asked to speak at the evening sessions,59 and several
were selected by John Mott to speak at the morning and afternoon sessions
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during discussions of commission reports.60 By calling on nine of the colonial
subjects present at the conference, Mott provided them with a larger voice than
their delegated representation had allowed them.61 Nonetheless, no West
African, indeed, no African, spoke at the WMC.
Even though no West Africans were present as delegates, there were
other, very limited, ways in which their voices were still heard at the WMC.
Again, the reports of the commissions were largely based on correspondence
received from those involved in the missionary endeavor at home and abroad.
Mission boards and societies provided the names of most of the correspondents,
but in the end, the final decision on whom to contact was made by commission
members. Two of the commissions chose not to contact any missionaries, for
their topic dealt with the home base, not the foreign mission field. Thus, their
reports completely lacked West African voices.62 The other commissions did
utilize missionaries as correspondents, and some used a number of colonized
missionaries. The commission to do this the most was Commission I.63 It is
unclear if any of the colonized correspondents were West African, for the advice
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and expertise of black missionaries in West Africa was not courted like that of
white missionaries like the famed Mary Slessor.
The primary means through which the West African voice could be
detected among the documents of the WMC was through comments made by
missionaries from North America and predominantly Protestant Europe assigned
to West Africa. Several reports, notably Commission IV, made use of listing the
name of correspondents from whom certain information had been provided.
Thus, in the presentations or surveys of West Africa, their words sometimes
directly reflected the subaltern voice. Rev. W. T. Balmer, WMMS missionary in
Freetown, was contacted by Commission III and IV, and was quoted or
referenced in both of their reports.64 From him, readers learned that
“...Africans have, to an amazing degree, the power of separating
doctrine and practice. They have tenacious memories, and are
able and willing to acquire knowledge, while regarding it as a
merely external addition to their inherited views and prejudices. To
their minds, thought seems divorced from reality.”65
While perhaps Balmer was venting frustrations from his work in evangelizing and
reshaping the world-view of indigenous West Africans, his statement
demonstrated that at the very least, they were often skeptical of accepting new
Christian dogma as the personal paradigm from which to base their decisions.
There were two other missionaries whose words on West Africans allowed
readers and listeners to detect their voice or opinions. The passage by Rev.
Nassau criticizing the racism of fellow missionaries was quoted earlier in this
chapter. From his words, West Africans appeared to be respectful toward those
64
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they were being slighted by, yet unwilling to accept their message as truth.66
Finally, at the discussion of Commission IV’s report, Rev. Jays, CMS missionary
to West Africa, stated that the report had over-generalized its statements on
traditional West African religions.
It is no doubt due... to the immense amount of material. I cannot
help feeling that there is not enough from those who have been
working in West Africa. I think a great many very different answers
would have been given, and would have modified some general
statements that have been made. It has been suggested that the
people will not admit wrong-doing. My experience is that they will
admit wrong-doing. They will answer directly when you ask them
whether a thing is right or wrong. One man is spoken of as being
an exceedingly reliable authority, because that man has gone and
asked questions, written them down in the language, and then got
interpretations on difficult points. If you ask categorical questions
you will get categorical answers, and you will get the answer that
they think you want. In this way you will very often get quite a
wrong impression. I am quite certain that the only way to find out
these things that the people themselves are ashamed of, and do
not care to tell you, is to simply wait and watch, and the longer you
wait and watch the less you seem to know.67
In his experience, West African non-Christians often tried to answer questions
with responses they thought missionaries sought. From his comments, readers
and listeners could hear West Africans who were perhaps suspicious of foreign
missionaries asking them personal questions about morality and world-view.
Instead of trying to justify their religion, tradition, or culture, perhaps they simply
wished to appease missionaries with quick responses in the hopes of satisfying
and ending their inquiries. These three missionaries to West Africa, in speaking
about, and for, the West Africans, offered the best representation of what these
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otherwise silenced people thought, or were motivated by, in their dealings with
foreign missionaries.
Very few native members of the churches in non-Christian lands were
present at the World Missionary Conference, and none were present from West
Africa. When information was needed from missionary correspondents in the
field, it was North Americans and Protestant Europeans who were usually
consulted. In talking about the West African, about what needed to be done in
West Africa, or about the future of West Africa, the commissions largely failed to
ask West Africans what they thought. Instead, agency remained in the hands of
foreign missionaries. Even so, traces of West African voices could still be
discerned in the words of three missionaries as correspondents referenced by
two commissions or delegates who spoke at the Conference. However, the
voices presented by these three were very limited for a region occupied by a
large number of native Christians living in a land home to several generations of
converts and a growing independent Native Church.

Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated that the themes of race and the
establishment of a Native Church addressed by missionary literature during the
Edwardian era were present among many of the documents of the WMC. Old
ideas and assumptions on race were being reworked, while Venn’s model for
indigenous churches was still being honored. However, the WMC largely kept its
eyes directed away from the reality of Christianity in West Africa. It was there
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that Venn’s program had first become a missionary society policy, and it was
there that a generation of Christians had enjoyed membership in independent
churches. The WMC, although it was the first ecumenical conference to include
members from the younger churches of historically non-Christian lands, failed to
provide a forum for the Native Church in West Africa. Instead, West Africans,
and West African Christians, were barely heard through the words of white
missionaries corresponding with two of the commissions or speaking at the
Conference. For the most part, they were silent at the WMC.
During the WMC, two epistles were drafted and sent out to the Church: a
message from the Conference to “Members of the Church in Christian Lands,
and another “To the Members of the Christian Church in non-Christian Lands.”68
In the latter, indigenous Christians were told, “nothing has caused more joy than
the witness borne from all quarters as to the steady growth in numbers, zeal, and
power of the rising Christian Church in newly awakening lands.”69 After
expressing happiness over the growth of the indigenous churches, the epistle
promoted the Venn model as the ultimate goal of world evangelization:
Accept our profound and loving sympathy, and be assured of
our confident hope that God will bring you out of your fiery trial as a
finely tempered weapon which can accomplish His work in the
conversion of your fellow-countrymen. It is you alone who can
ultimately finish this work: the word that under God convinces your
own people must be your word; and the life which will win them for
Christ must be the life of holiness and moral power, as set forth by
you who are men of their own race. But we rejoice to be fellowhelpers with you in the work, and to know that you are being more
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and more empowered by God’s grace to take the burden of it upon
your own shoulders.70
The politics surrounding the need to put such sentiments into the official record of
the WMC are unknown. It is clear, though, that members of the business
committee responsible for drafting the letter desired to voice support to
indigenous missionaries and pastors who did not attend the Conference in
Scotland. Nevertheless, as enabling as these words may have sounded to the
presumably North American and Protestant European men who wrote them, they
illustrated a larger problem at the very root of the World Missionary Conference.
Though it may have been pleasing to the home churches or the foreign mission
fields, the epistle’s message was a metropole to colony one. No one really
asked the members of the non-Christian Church in mission lands what they had
to say to those meeting on their behalf in Edinburgh at the first world missionary
conference. Their message was hardly sought.
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CHAPTER FIVE
After the World Missionary Conference, 1910 to 1914

Recent visits to many of the principal battle-fields of the
Christian Church have impressed me with the strong conviction that
the forces of pure Christianity are facing an absolutely
unprecedented world-situation in the non-Christian world.
It is unprecedented in point of opportunity, for nothing like it
has been known in the annals of the Christian religion. There have
been times when the opportunity in some one part of the world was
as wonderful as now; but there never has been a time when, in the
Far East, in Near East, in Southern Asia, in all parts of Africa, in the
East Indian island world, in many parts of Latin America, as well as
of Latin Europe, and Greek Europe, doors were simultaneously as
wide open as they are to-day before the forces of the Christian
religion.
Unprecedented in this situation also, in point of danger. This
is owing to the shrinkage of the world, through the greatly improved
means of communication which have caused the nations and races
to act and react upon one another with startling directness, power,
and virulence. The world has become a dangerous place, and
nothing save the expansion of Christianity in its purest form can
make it a safe home for man.1
John Mott, the notable American layman heavily involved in the
missionary movement in the early twentieth century, delivered these words at the
Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions (SVM) convention in 1914.
Just four years after the World Missionary Conference (WMC) was held in
Edinburgh, Scotland, an event he promoted and chaired, Mott appeared at the
SVM conference as a key speaker still heavily involved in the student movement

1
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both at home and overseas. His words echoed the call to action so often
expressed in his earlier speeches and writings.
As the last two chapters demonstrated, the WMC continued many of the
themes presented in the missionary literature of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries discussed in chapter two. Attitudes on issues like race and
empire moderately changed in the years leading up to the WMC, while ideas on
which the missionary endeavor was largely based, such as duty and unity,
remained largely unchanged. After the conclusion of the Conference, such
trends continued, as will be seen later in this chapter. The campaign of
promoting foreign mission work, and Mott’s role within it, did not end with the
Conference. Along with many others, he continued to speak for, write about, and
confer with others in an effort to aid, promote, and advance the missionary
project for decades.
At the SVM convention in 1914, Mott found himself once again in front of
an audience largely consisting of college and university students, trying to inspire
in them a positive response to the call for missionary work on behalf of what he
was calling the purest form of Christianity, Protestantism. His words built on
themes familiar to many of his prior speeches, yet only months before the
outbreak of World War I they had taken a new tone. Mott, while continuing to
convey the sense of opportunity in the possibility for evangelizing the world, used
heightened world political tensions to further emphasize the theme of urgency in
the face of a changing world. The optimism present in missionary literature
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before the WMC continued in the years after the conference, but it was an
uneasy optimism for those who recognized the signs of impending world conflict.
This chapter focuses on the missionary enterprise during the years
between the World Missionary Conference in June, 1910 and the outbreak of
World War I in August, 1914. Like chapter two, it is primarily based on
missionary literature. First, this chapter addresses the immediate responses to
the WMC, demonstrating how those involved in the missionary movement viewed
the conference, as well as how the conference was presented to British and
American readers of the secular press. The chapter then discusses how
ecumenical work initiated at the WMC was continued for a few years before
being temporarily interrupted by a world war, and what John Mott’s role was in
that movement. Finally, a survey of missionary literature written or published in
the years between the WMC and World War I is conducted in order to determine
how well the WMC influenced, or was a part of, important themes and ideas
within the missionary enterprise.

Immediate Responses to the Conference
It will be remembered that the World Missionary Conference was
promoted as a major event for Protestant Christianity. After the close of the
Conference, it was seen as having reached its elevated goals. To its observers
and participants, the WMC was a success.
Most missionary texts, especially those written by men and women who
had attended it, commended it. As one British delegate remarked,
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A great event has taken place. It is not too much to say that
a new era for Christendom has been ushered in by this
Conference; but whether we have only had a sunny March day, to
be followed by many a black storm before the summer of the new
era will shine on us, or whether that summer will come quickly and
abide, will depend not only upon an ardent desire for unity, but
upon accurate thinking, a clear recognition of differences of belief,
and a reverence for all honest conviction.2
To him, the pervading ecumenical call for unity present at the Conference was a
major factor in determining its value. One observer echoed his sentiments on the
historical importance of the WMC by deeming it the most important event in
Christianity since the fourth century Council of Nicaea.3 Another delegate said it
was “the most remarkable assemblage of the people of God that this world has
yet seen.”4 Yet another called it a “watershed in missionary history ... Comprising
within itself, the finest missionary leaders the world has ever known.”5 Still
another called it the “biggest thing that ever struck Scotland,” and emphasized its
ecumenism.6 An American also sang the praises of the Conference, calling it
“the most remarkable [gathering] that ever met in the world’s history.”7 William
Jennings Bryan, one of the best known American delegates at the Conference,
simply called it “a very impressive meeting of men ... [that] has probably not been
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equaled by any previous gathering in its representative capacity.”8 All of these
congratulatory sentiments were common among delegates asked to provide or
write their impressions of the Conference soon after it ended. To them, and the
employers who sent them,9 they had participated in what would be seen as an
important event in Christian history because of the way unity within the
missionary endeavor was stressed at the Conference.
The very holding of the Conference was an important step in the history of
Protestant ecumenism, and in the name of comity, doctrinal differences had been
omitted from discussion. As one observer explained to a largely Anglican
reading public, many of whom would not have attended the WMC,
There was an appearance of unity in the Conference that might be
deceptive unless explained. In the first place polemical topics were
not under discussion. There are certain subjects pertaining to the
faith and polity on which we are not ready as yet to confer, at any
rate not in a great and heterogeneous assembly. These were not
in evidence. In the second place carefully worked out themes on
which a consensus of opinion had already been reached in the
various Commissions occupied our whole attention ... A small area
of common ground was occupied and found large enough for
edifying fellowship without trespassing on areas held by the
respective churches as more or less private property, so to speak.10
His remarks show how it was still important after the conclusion of the
Conference to stress to Anglicans the fact that theological differences had not
been compromised. The Conference had recognized a desire to stop duplicating
8
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work in foreign mission fields and to find ways that different denominations could
work together in the goal that they all shared, the evangelization of the world.
Doctrinal differences, though, were not to be compromised in the campaign to
find areas of cooperation. The WMC had convened to open limited dialogue, and
it was just the beginning of a series of large ecumenical conferences to be held
during the twentieth century.
Those involved in the missionary enterprise appreciated the WMC’s
intrinsic value as a contribution to Protestant ecumenism, and the findings of its
eight commissions. Interest in the Conference was not reserved to missionary
insiders, though, partly due to the publication of the nine official WMC volumes
and Gairdner’s official history of the event discussed in the last two chapters.11
These books helped spread awareness of the Conference and increase British
and American appreciation of its significance in the months following its closing
address.
In addition to publications, the WMC had reached out to the general public
by holding open evening sessions and parallel conferences. During the primary
morning and afternoon sessions closed to the public, eighty members of the
North American and European press joined official delegates.12 The reporters
and editors submitted their observations to secular newspapers, newsweeklies,
and journals, helping to spread awareness of, and support for, the Conference to
11
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the general public. Some newspapers and journals printed basic facts about the
Conference, while others, among them some major American and British
newspapers, gave very detailed accounts of the daily proceedings. London’s
The Times and Dublin’s The Irish Times printed full daily columns while the WMC
was in session; the New York Times began doing the same at the beginning of
the Conference, but decreased its attention considerably by the end of its second
week. Articles in the major daily newspapers added descriptive adjectives to
express support for the Conference, portraying a meeting as “remarkable,” a
speaker as “the most acceptable of all speakers” or as having given an “excellent
summary,” a message as having been greeted by “loud cheers,” or a hymn as
having been sung with “great heartiness.”13 Such words were used in an effort to
convey support of the Conference to readers when appearing to simply detail the
facts of the event.
In addition to news articles on the Conference, The Times published two
lengthy leading articles about it: one during its convening and one immediately
following its conclusion. The first recognized the grandeur of the event,
commended its expressed interest in better understanding the religions with
which Protestant missionaries came in contact, and noted the cultural value
converts contributed to the universality of Christianity.14 The second called the
Conference “triumphant,” extolled John Mott as a “born master of assemblies,”
and hinted at the desire for greater unity by presenting the possibility for a future
13
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permanent international missionary body with positive words.15 Thus, while the
World Missionary Conference was primarily a consultative gathering convened
for the benefit of those involved in the goal of evangelizing the world, news of the
conference in the secular press worked to build appreciation and support for it
among those not involved in its agenda. It was considered an important,
newsworthy event by the American and British press at a time when interest in
missionary work was still prevalent among the general population.
The efforts undertaken by those who had promoted the Conference within
missionary circles in North American and historically Protestant Europe were
rewarded. After its cessation, WMC delegates, others involved in the missionary
enterprise, and major daily newspapers in the secular press, all expressed their
approval of it. Many estimated its future worth to history in the form of Protestant
ecumenism. As contemporaries of the event, they were unable to see, or did not
wish to see, the flaws of Conference in terms of representation as discussed in
the last chapter. The World Missionary Conference had been a success, and
many looked forward to the continuation of its spirit of optimistic ecumenism.

The Face of the Conference and Protestant Ecumenism: John R. Mott
The work of the World Missionary Conference continued in the years after
its closure. Before addressing how this was carried out, it is necessary to return
to the figure who largely shaped, and was shaped by, the Conference. It will be
remembered that the spirit of comity in which the Conference convened was
greatly influenced by John R. Mott’s efforts, rhetoric, and personality. After the
15
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Conference, his role in its continued work, and in the greater early twentieth
century Protestant ecumenical movement, continued. The spirit of the WMC and
Mott’s ideas were intertwined. Therefore, in examining the responses to the
Conference within the missionary enterprise, it is important to understand how
his ideas and career were shaped by and tied to its convening.
Mott’s opinion of the World Missionary Conference was stated simply in
the book he finished while still in Great Britain the summer of 1910:
The World Missionary Conference held in Edinburgh in June
of the present year constituted in its plan, its personnel, in the spirit
which characterised it, and in its promise, the most significant
gathering ever held in the interest of the world’s evangelisation.16
The world’s evangelization, and the possibility of seeing it done within one’s
lifetime, drove Mott’s career. It remained with him for decades, unchanged, as
he spent his time energy trying to help those involved in the missionary endeavor
attain some of the “awakened expectations of greater things in the expansion of
the Kingdom of Christ” that the Conference had put forward.17
A large part of his energy in trying to help reach those goals was spent
traveling the world, speaking at conferences, and gathering information on behalf
of the organizations he was involved with. As a great orator and rhetorician, his
skills were often employed in order to promote foreign mission work. The
epigraph of this chapter, given at the 1914 SVM convention, illustrated how,
several years after his role in the WMC, his ideas had largely remained
unchanged. His speeches continued to portray a sense or urgency, opportunity,
16
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duty, and obligation for Protestant churches to put their best efforts into
evangelizing parts of the world whose peoples did not yet belong to them.
In addition to traveling, he continued to publish books and articles written
for the purpose of promoting foreign mission work. Most of the themes
discussed in chapter two in relation to the Watchword of the SVM continued
unchanged in his speeches and writings, but some of his focus began to shift,
either influenced by his involvement with the WMC or in response to major world
conflicts and political changes. The most notable addition to his thoughts
concerned the racial question. In books published in 1910 and 1915, he
criticized racial prejudice within Christianity in South Africa, a problem
increasingly being recognized within the missionary movement at that time.18 In
a speech delivered in 1926, Mott recognized race and nationalism as issues of
“world-wide interest, and world-wide concern.”19 In Mott’s earlier writings, race
was largely overlooked. His goal was one Christian family, and as a white man
raised in America, race was not an issue that demanded much of his attention
when promoting the evangelization of the world. After the WMC, he began to
see how destructive racial prejudice was to the evangelical goal his ideas and
words relied on. Whether or not this was in response to conversations with
colonial subjects present at the predominantly North American and Protestant
European Conference, or to his witness of events in foreign mission fields while
18
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on tour with the Continuation Committee, cannot be determined at this point in
my research.
What is known, however, is that the major themes prevalent in Mott’s
ideas and the Conference’s documents, the call for unity and the need to
evangelize the world, continued in Mott’s career well after the close of the WMC.
As he told an audience at the UFCS Assembly Hall in 1930, “I come to you from
journeys which have kept me moving among the nations in obedience with the
vision which broke upon me in this hall twenty years ago, at the World Missionary
Conference, and has commanded me ever since.”20 Part of that vision was for
world evangelization, something he still understood as both possible within the
present generation and as an immediate obligation for Christians decades after
the close of the WMC.21 Another part of the vision was the call for unity, from
which sprung the Protestant ecumenical movement in the twentieth century. 22 In
it, he was a key figure, for which he was rewarded with a Nobel Peace Prize in
1946;23 a movement other mission historians have described as having its roots
in Edinburgh in 1910.24
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Keeping the WMC Alive: The Continuation Committee
It has been demonstrated in this thesis that the World Missionary
Conference was an outcome of Edwardian missionary introspection. The very
holding of the Conference was an expression of Edwardian Protestant
ecumenism. Thus, the final embodiment of the WMC, the International
Missionary Council established in 1921, was an idea that had been promoted in
missionary circles and literature well before the twentieth century began.25
At the WMC, members of dozens of denominations gathered together in a
consultative body to concentrate their attention on how to better carry out their
work. It was promoted as a non-legislative conference to draw support of
episcopal churches. While it was not originally intended to become a continuing
organization, that is what it became under Mott’s influence.26 Thanks to the
successful atmosphere of unity surrounding the first week of deliberations, the
presentation of Commission VIII, on “Co-Operation and the Promotion of Unity,”
was moved ahead of two other commissions in the second week. Nearing the
conclusion of its discussions at the afternoon conference, Mott put its seven
recommendations for an international board, which would perpetuate the WMC’s
interests and continue the work begun by its commissions, to a vote.27 As The
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Times reported the following day, “The resolution was carried without a
dissentient voice amid great cheering, which was followed by the singing of the
Doxology.”28 The delegates had unanimously approved the formation of a
Continuation Committee to perpetuate ecumenical work begun with the WMC.
The thirty-five delegates selected for the Continuation Committee of the
World Missionary Conference met for three days immediately following the close
of the conference. During the meetings, familiar figures in the organization of the
WMC were given top positions: John Mott was elected chairman, Eugene Stock
of the Church Missionary Society (CMS) and Julius Richter became vicechairman, and Joseph H. Oldham was asked to be the full-time secretary. The
committee selected nine topics to be researched before meeting again in London
the following year. After that, it was to meet biannually. 29
At the meeting in 1911, Mott was asked to tour the major foreign mission
fields in the world, meeting with small groups of roughly fifty representatives of
the local missionary endeavor, and gathering information to be studied by the
Continuation Committee. He agreed, and spent the next two years meeting with
local foreign missionaries and native church leaders in cities in India, Burma,

the interest of coordinating missionary work; to finish unfinished research on behalf of the eight
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Malaysia, China, Korea, and Japan.30 Notably absent from the list of the twentyone cities where conferences were held was any location in Africa. These
conferences, largely driven by the expressed desire for comity and unity, were
primarily fact-finding visits designed to gain a better understanding of the state of
foreign mission work in specific areas.31 By continuing ecumenical work begun
at the WMC, the committee members present at the conferences, under Mott’s
leadership, tried to identify areas of practical work that could be consolidated
among missions of different societies and denominations. Their primary goal
was to find and offer suggestions for ways to establish concrete unification in the
field.32
The holding of these conferences, though, had another important effect.
As noted, each conference had both foreign missionaries and local indigenous
church leaders present. Thus, through the representation of indigenous
Christianity, these conferences were able to do what the WMC had not in
listening to the younger churches. Even though Africa was overlooked, Mott and
his companions provided an opportunity for the Native Church to speak by taking
the work of the WMC out of Edinburgh to foreign mission fields in parts of the
world then recognized as awakening.
What the younger churches had to say at the conferences was not unified,
nor was it necessarily global in scope. What follows are examples of the
30
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localized voices heard at the conferences. The tour began in lands officially
under British colonial occupation, in India, Burma, and Malaysia. Bombay
wanted more funding for young men and women interested in university
education.33 Jubbulpore called for more emphasis “on aggressive evangelism,
both by missionaries and by Indian agents...”34 Allahabad wanted more services
to the large numbers of deaf and blind in its region.35 Lahore stated, “Greater
freedom in the forms of worship and organization, as demanded by Indian
opinion, should be allowed to congregations.”36 Calcutta called for more Indian
autonomy in church affairs.37 Rangoon, Burma did not want to change the
predominantly Western liturgy already in use.38 Singapore, Malaysia could not
agree on whether missionary teachers should be trained at Christian schools or
by the colonial government.39
Similarly localized voices were expressed as the tour continued in the
Chinese Empire, free in name from Western colonization. Canton wanted a Bible
with text in parallel columns of Mandarin and Wenli.40 Shanghai wished for a
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lending library and correspondence school for its ministers.41 Tsinanfu
recognized there were enough Chinese young women wanting to become
involved in the medical field to merit local training for them.42 Peking called for
an increase in various forms of Christian literature in Chinese languages.43
Hankow noted the success of private study and prayer meetings between
ministers and laymen of different denominations, evidence of local initiatives
within the larger campaign for Chinese unification.44 Moukden called for better
outreach to Korean immigrants in Manchuria.45
The tour of Continuation Committee conferences were completed in the
Japanese Empire. Seoul called for an expansion of Christian literature written in
Korean, most likely an expression of indigenous Christians wishing to maintain
their language in the face of Japanese colonization.46 Tokyo concluded the
series of conferences, and provided the clearest voice of the Native Church in
the holding of a conference unlike any other: of the three conferences held in
Tokyo, one was explicitly for Japanese leaders. Among other topics, they
discussed funding a Continuation Committee of Japan, fostering respect for
Christian ministry among young people, increasing the salaries of Christian
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workers, changing the unsatisfactory standing of Christian education, working
toward unity, and increasing opportunities for education abroad.47
This sampling of issues addressed by members of the younger churches
at the Continuation Committee conferences in 1912 and 1913 demonstrate the
practical nature of the missionary enterprise in its local expressions. No single
voice representing the Native Church in Asia was heard. Instead, what largely
concerned native church leaders were practical issues that would better enable
them to carry out their work. Opinions on issues such as the cultural
appropriation of liturgy, the desire for unification among denominations, or ways
and means of removing foreign missionaries, differed. However, the very fact
that native ministers were present as delegates on an equal standing with foreign
missionaries at the conferences was a realization of Mott and Oldham’s original
goal for the WMC. They had desired more representatives of the younger
churches to be present at the WMC, but as it was the mission boards and
societies who had selected the delegates, less than two dozen had traveled to
Edinburgh. The Continuation Committee’s conferences in 1912 and 1913
corrected the error by providing a better opportunity for indigenous Christians to
speak. The knowledge they shared at the conferences was localized and
practical, but it helped demonstrate their competency in the missionary
enterprise.
In addition to perpetuating the work of the WMC and listening to the voice
of indigenous Christians, Mott’s conferences had another effect. The WMC was
an event that lasted only ten days. Its planning and promotion lasted two years,
47
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but after its conclusion, those belonging to its Continuation Committee had to find
ways to sustain interest in the work of a Conference that belonged to the past.
Along with the actual meetings of the committee in Edinburgh in 1910, London in
1911, New York in 1912, and The Hague, Holland, in 1913, the conferences Mott
conducted in foreign mission fields in 1912 and 1913 turned the work of the
Continuation Committee into news for the secular press at home, keeping
awareness of the WMC and its Continuation Committee alive among the general
public.48 In addition, members of the committee worked to perpetuate interest
within missionary circles by writing articles about their work in missionary
publications, speaking at missionary events, and publishing a new missionary
journal, the International Review of Missions.49 All of these efforts helped to
continue the work begun at the WMC in the hope of inspiring others to accept
and pursue Christian unity.50
In terms of twentieth century missiology, an important outcome of the
Continuation Committee lay in its efforts in keeping dialogue open among
different branches of Protestant Christianity after the conclusion of the WMC. By
continuing to investigate questions and concerns put forth at the Conference, the
Continuation Committee helped perpetuate the spirit of comity by keeping
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administrators of mission boards and societies in contact with each other.51
Through their efforts, they also helped continue the tradition of Edwardian
missionary introspection. In addition, by sending Mott and his companions to the
foreign mission field to interview those who managed its everyday work, the
voice of indigenous Christians, largely absent at the WMC in Edinburgh, was not
only heard, but actively sought: both foreign and native missionaries were
present at the twenty-one conferences.52

Missionary Literature in Response to, and Following, Edinburgh 1910
The World Missionary Conference marked the peak of missionary interest
and enthusiasm in the early twentieth century. The publication of missionary
books and text-books had flourished in the generation leading up the WMC, but
began to decline after it concluded. Those involved in the missionary endeavor
pointed to the Conference for years as the pinnacle of collected intelligence on
their work, and few openly criticized its findings. The reports of the WMC were
accepted as the authoritative or standard interpretation of missionary issues of
the day, and as a result of their perceived value, fewer missionary books were
published in the years following the Conference. Instead, those involved in the
missionary enterprise had a handsome set of nine red-covered volumes to
consult for accurate missionary information.
51
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The publication of the WMC volumes did not bring an end to missionary
literature. Some missionary texts produced after the WMC were clearly written in
response to issues it had raised,53 and missionary journals continued to address
current events of value to their readers. Overall, though, the wave of general
missionary books and articles dissipated in the four short years between the
WMC and World War I. In light of heightened international tensions and rising
anti-colonialism around the world, though, some authors found that there were
still important themes to be discussed that the WMC had not closed.
Following trends set in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century
texts, missionary advocates continued to stress the theme of the evangelical duty
of all Christians and promote the optimistic Watchword of the SVM, the
“Evangelization of the World in This Generation.”54 Writers gave classic
summaries of Christian history over its first eighteen hundred years in order to
celebrate Protestant efforts undertaken in its nineteenth.55 Authors recognized
signs of changing world political situations and promoted Christianity as a
corrective to both rising tensions and the evils introduced to colonized societies
53
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by Western civilization.56 Others continued to paint a romantic image of
missionaries in an effort to inspire others to undertake their work.57 In response
to criticisms of the missionary endeavor, apologists perpetuated the importance
of missionary work as an agent of Western civilization.58
In addition to the continuation of earlier missionary attitudes in the
literature were signs of Edwardian debate. The theme of unity and comity among
missionaries of different denominations before and after the Conference has
already been treated in this chapter. What once drew very little support at the
beginning of the Edwardian era became an anticipated reality, in varying
degrees, by the end of it.
Missionary attitudes on imperialism before and after the Conference were
not as openly expressed as those concerning ecumenism. While some authors
accepted rising nationalist movements, others defended imperialism.59 However,
open defenses were no longer as prevalent among missionary writers as they
once were in the opening years of the twentieth century. One American author
criticized Christians for defending the British Empire and expressed a hope that
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Christianity could be separated from political questions.60 Most authors, though,
simply avoided the subject of imperialism. Instead of upsetting the political norm
of their time, they chose to remain silent on the issue of the domination of one
people or group of peoples over other peoples.
As with imperialism, a wide range of opinions appeared in the treatment of
race by contemporaries of the Conference. Speaking of Africans on the eve of
World War I, one author promoted the idea of racial hierarchy, claiming, “The
majority of the inhabitants of this continent are more backward, and from a social
and intellectual point of view less developed than are those of any other
continent.”61 Another, also writing on the eve of the war, claimed, “Biology and
sociology point to the superiority of the Caucasian or white races over the
coloured races...” and “a great biological gulf exists between the white Caucasian
and the Negro.”62 Such authors worked to perpetuate conventional ideas about
racial hierarchy and superiority just before the outbreak of World War I.
However, discussions of the Native Church demonstrated that the racial
ideas of such authors were no longer the norm in the years following the WMC.
Instead of ignoring it, a few missionary authors began to address the reality of
the indigenous Church in West Africa. Some, such as The East and the West’s
editor, Charles Robinson, did so while continuing to express racist opinions. He
recognized the Native Church in various regions of West Africa, and then quickly
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belittled it.63 Discussing Yoruba, he curiously described almost twenty-five years
of work as beginning: “The Anglican churches in Lagos and district are no longer
connected with any missionary society, but are beginning to support missionary
work on their own account.”64 Robinson saw the CMS Niger Mission as a
potential case study, one that had “a special interest for all students of
Missions,”65 but didn’t approve of its outcome. Instead, he excused the decision
to give authority to West Africans as rooted in the harsh climate of the region for
white missionaries, then criticized Bishop Crowther’s leadership and ability to
keep his subordinates in line with their employer.66 Another author followed a
similar strategy in order to argue that what he saw as the failure of missions,
which in reality was only the establishment of mission-free churches, was due to
Crowther’s weak leadership and the poor moral character of the inhabitants of
the Lower Niger region.67 These authors, while still holding old racist
understandings, realized they could no longer ignore the existing independent
indigenous churches when discussing Christianity in West Africa. However, they
could not accept the legitimacy and success of the native Church because of
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their racial views. Instead, they recognized them, then criticized them and
portrayed them as failures.
These authors’ recognition of the indigenous Church in West Africa,
rooted in old racist assumptions, showed they were living in a time of changing
opinions. The very fact of successful independent churches in West Africa, the
land home to people supposedly belonging to the lowest races, undermined their
racial paradigm. Instead of rejecting old beliefs in light of the evidence, they
allowed their racial understanding to distort their image of the native Church.
After the WMC, though, a few other authors were able to not only recognize the
existence of native Churches, but to call for a quicker removal of foreign
missionaries. Their words, reflecting ideas spoken by Rev. Azariah at the WMC,
were free from the racist opinions that hindered the ability of some of their
contemporaries to accept the future of foreign mission work.
Eugene Stock, former Editorial Secretary of the CMS and one of two vice
chairmen of the WMC Continuation Committee, was clearly a follower of Henry
Venn’s missionary model. Stock was of the opinion that not only should converts
quickly be trained as pastors, but that a native episcopate should become a
primary goal in the early period of evangelizing a particular area. He reminded
those who may have forgotten that the stated goal of the missionary enterprise
was, after all, the establishment of a stable Christian community free of outside
missionaries. Addressing West Africa, he lamented the fact that Crowther had
been replaced by a Briton instead of a Yoruban after his death.68 He also
criticized the way his contemporaries tended to use the word “native” as a noun,
68
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commenting, “We use the word ‘native’ with curious inaccuracy, as if it only
belonged to coloured races...”69 Unlike the authors already discussed, Stock was
able to view the results of the policies of his own missionary society in West
Africa in a positive light. Furthermore, he criticized the expressed racial
overtones used by his contemporaries and called for the continued release of
autonomy from foreign missionaries to their local Christian brothers.
Another author, one who had visited Asia and Africa, also called for an
increase in constructive policies to hasten the removal of missionaries foreign to
a particular society. Echoing Rev. Azariah’s speech at the WMC, he argued that,
if foreign missionaries did not make it clear to the local populations that they did
not intend to stay indefinitely, such an omission could only lead to distrust,
tension, and hostility.70 He also proposed the setting of concrete goals and
agendas by missionary societies to be used to determine and recognize the
appropriate time for releasing control from foreign to native missionaries.71 In
addition, his ideas directly built on the institution of the WMC. He recognized an
opportunity for policy changes in the spirit of unity projected by the WMC and its
Continuation Committee. Through the very cooperation between missions of
different denominations that they enabled, he hoped the dialogue would lead to
better policies for building indigenous churches.72 His ideas, instead of
continuing the belief in racial superiority, demonstrated an acceptance of the
need to implement the stated goal of the missionary endeavor. Calling for an
69
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end to the prolonged control of mission-begun faith communities by foreign
agents, part of his suggestions for the implementation of his goal were built on
the ecumenical dialogue initiated at the WMC and perpetuated by its
Continuation Committee. In his treatment of the Native Church, he offered
evidence not only of the rethinking of old assumptions during the Edwardian era,
but of the influence of the WMC in that questioning.
The themes discussed in this section situate the WMC as both an effect of
missionary introspection and an instigator of new ideas during the Edwardian
era. As seen in the last two chapters, ideas contained in the documents of the
WMC showed signs that old assumptions were being reworked by members of
various commissions and those who spoke at their presentations. At the same
time, some themes, ones which formed the basis of the missionary endeavor
itself, remained unchallenged. In this section, similar processes were observed
in subsequent missionary literature produced before World War I. Themes
providing the justification of the missionary enterprise remained largely
unchanged for most authors, as did old assumptions on imperialism and race for
some authors. Others, however, were able to reject old ideas and recognize the
need to implement the stated goal of the missionary enterprise: the successful
conversion, in the historically non-Christian regions of the world, of populations
large enough to perpetuate the work of evangelization, free from foreign control.
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Conclusion
Contemporaries saw the World Missionary Conference as a successful
event, one highly important to the history of Christianity. The Continuation
Committee carried on the ecumenical work begun at the Conference. John Mott
spent the rest of his career trying to build bridges between different
denominations, all for the greater goal of evangelizing the world. Because of the
high acclaim given to the WMC by those involved in missionary work at the time,
its volumes of research were accepted as definitive sources on missionary
topics. As such, missionary literature decreased after the Conference. However,
those who continued to write about the missionary enterprise in the years
between the Conference and the war reflected a reworking of old ideas and the
development of new ones.
With all of the changing ideas and attitudes evident in missionary literature
produced before, during, and after the Conference, it is safe to say that the WMC
was part of a wide, mutually influencing dialogue. The WMC was so closely tied
to the very introspection driving the missionary endeavor during the early
twentieth century that it was both an outcome of processes begun in the
nineteenth century and an instigator of ecumenical initiatives undertaken in the
twentieth. Thanks to this congruity, the World Missionary Conference can be
viewed as an event representative of missionary attitudes of the Edwardian era.
This time of reworking ideas did not last, though. The work begun at, and the
optimism driving, the WMC in 1910 was dramatically interrupted four years later.
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The fourth meeting of the Continuation Committee was scheduled for
Oxford in 1914.73 It never met. When the nations of its members went to war
with each other, an emergency committee of eight British and American
members was formed instead.74 After the war, their work would form the basis of
the International Missionary Council, but during the war, the outlook of global
Protestant ecumenism, or even foreign mission work, no longer enjoyed the
optimism Edwardians once held for it. The war diverted and displaced the
passion driving “The Evangelization of the World in This Generation.” As one
writer stated during the war, “From the headquarters of mission after mission
comes the lament over the fruits of decades of patient labor menaced with
ruin.”75 The great century of Protestant missionary expansion had closed.
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CHAPTER SIX
Epilogue and Conclusion

In 1972, a number of those involved in the Protestant missionary
movement began calling for a world conference to celebrate the seventieth
anniversary of the World Missionary Conference (WMC) of 1910.1 They wanted
the gathering to be the largest, most representative gathering of mission leaders
in history. Thus, in 1980, missionary advocates gathered once again in
Edinburgh, Scotland for a world conference. However, 1980’s World
Consultation on Frontier Missions fell short of its goal.
Edinburgh 1910 began a century of world evangelical conferences, each
important in its own way in terms of twentieth century Protestant ecumenism. By
1980, such conferences had become commonplace. That year, not one, but
three international evangelical conferences were held. Of the three, Edinburgh
1980 is the least known.2 What was intended to reproduce the enthusiasm,
widespread support, knowledge, and interdenominational dialogue demonstrated
at the 1910 WMC instead produced very little. Instead of more than thirteen
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hundred delegates, two hundred and sixty-four attended.3 Instead of close to two
weeks of daily meetings structured around discussions of eight topical
commission reports, four speakers delivered key speeches at the four-day
consultation.4 Instead of nine volumes of extensive research on the state of
global evangelism, a small, paper-back copy containing comparatively little
information about the consultation and its proceedings was published a year after
its conclusion.5 Instead of day-to-day accounts of daily events appearing in
major British and American newspapers, the consultation was ignored.6
Nonetheless, Edinburgh 1980 paralleled Edinburgh 1910 in a few ways.
The watchword driving the 1910 conference, “The Evangelization of the World in
This Generation,” was reworded in 1980 as “A Church for Every People by the
Year 2000.”7 Global Christianity had not been realized, but it was still hoped that
world evangelization could take place within the next generation. In addition,
1910 convened to discuss the missionary endeavor in non-Christian lands and
included a number of discussions on peoples not yet reached by Protestant
missionaries. 1980 focused on missionary frontiers, fields containing the
unevangelized, hidden peoples of the world.8 Again, a hope for those attending
the WMC had not been attained seventy years later, despite the continuation of
increased contact between societies around the world. In addition, members of
Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox Christianity were not invited in 1910 or in
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1980.9 Finally, the planners of the WMC had desired to make the Conference
representative of the Protestant Christian Church. The size of a particular
missionary society determined how many delegates it could send; who it sent
was at its discretion. Thus, less than two dozen delegates came to Edinburgh
from places outside North America and Protestant Europe. In 1980, the goal
again was to make the consultation representative of the world Protestant
community. Through its choice of delegates, though, over a third came from
nations outside of North America and Protestant Europe.10 Thus, 1980 came
closer to a plurality not seen in 1910.
However, even with this accomplishment in terms of representation, the
1980 World Consultation on Frontier Missions was not as well-organized,
promoted, or executed as the 1910 World Missionary Conference. Missionary
leaders at that time were either tired of world conferences, or had their attention
on the other two conferences held that year. Twenty-five years later, an
international meeting was held to plan an international conference to take place
in Edinburgh, Scotland, in 2010 in celebration of the centenary of the WMC. This
conference, like the WMC of 1910, will be organized around the findings of eight
commissions, but will include a greater plurality of the Christian Church, including
Roman Catholic and possibly Eastern Orthodox representatives.11 In addition, it
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will not favor North America and Protestant Europe, but will have an “intentional
bias to the South, recognizing that Christianity’s centre of gravity has moved
markedly southwards during the past century. The process will aim to be truly
worldwide in its scope.”12

Conclusion
The World Missionary Conference was the first major conference to
include representatives of both evangelical and episcopal denominations from
several countries for the purpose of studying the Protestant missionary endeavor
in foreign fields as a whole. It was promoted as the most representative
missionary conference to date and included a large number of well-known North
American and European figures in Protestant Christianity of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. Those involved in the missionary enterprise
anticipated the WMC as a major event within the greater agenda of world
evangelization, one that would become a landmark event for Protestant
Christianity.
In the years preceding the Conference, those involved in the missionary
enterprise contributed to a large body of missionary literature and participated in
numerous conferences. A number of themes emerged in the literature they left
behind. Missionary writers tried to defend or legitimize the missionary endeavor
in the face of a changing world, an enterprise driven by the goal of the

addition, a number of themes will run through all of the commissions: “Women and Mission,”
“Reconciliation,” “Contextualization,” “Authentic Discipleship,” and “Subaltern Voices.”
12
“Thursday, September 15, 2005: Towards Edinburgh 2010,”
[http://biblestudiesandmission.blogspot.com].
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“Evangelization of the World in This Generation.” In terms of race and empire,
most gave paternalistic support to colonization, but attitudes on race varied.
Some ascribed to the late nineteenth-century idea of hard racial categories;
others rejected racial hierarchy and called for Christian brotherhood among its
adherents. Tied to the racial debate were ideas on the development of the
Native Church as promised by the Venn model. Two themes central to the
Conference, unity and cooperation, were also debated in missionary literature
antedating the WMC. Thus, the opening years of the twentieth century were a
time in which a number of issues were being either debated or continued without
challenge by writers contributing to Edwardian missionary literature.
Well before it convened, the WMC’s eight commissions began work that
would add to this body of missionary literature by spending considerable time
researching topics the organizers selected as the most important issues facing
the Church. The “treasure of information”13 collected in the nine volumes were
intended for foreign missionaries overseas, the missionary administrators
working in home offices, and serious students of foreign mission work. Although
they were collected as the findings of one conference, the eight reports of the
WMC contained a wide range of attitudes on imperialism, from open criticism to
open condemnation, with silent or more ambivalent views on either side also in
evidence.
In addition, the holding of the WMC flowed from a current of missionary
conferences held in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The very
act of holding the Conference was a step toward Protestant unity and comity,
13

“Enthusiastic over Mission Conference,” New York Times, 27 June, 1910, 6.
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themes threading through the reports written by its eight commissions.
Furthermore, the atmosphere of optimism and urgency surrounding the
conference was largely an effect of the personality of John Mott. Heavily
involved in its promotion and planning, he then chaired the official proceedings of
the WMC, a job, according to many, he executed well.14
The WMC was promoted as the most representative conference to date of
the major missionary organizations. It was not representative of the Protestant
Christian community. Dozens of North American and Protestant European
mission boards and missionary societies selected its delegates. As a world
conference, I had hoped to find West Africans among the Protestant Europeans
and North Americans at Edinburgh. However, they were not there. Their voices
were silenced.
A number of members of other younger Christian churches, including
several from India and Japan, were present, though, and from them came some
of the criticisms of Eurocentric and paternalistic attitudes among foreign
missionaries working in non-Christian lands. Between them and the
overwhelming majority of North American and Protestant European delegates
were expressed a wide range of racial views, situating the WMC well within the
context of Edwardian missionary attitudes.

14

“The World Missionary Conference,” The Times, 25 June, 1910, 11-12. For example, this
leading article stated, “The most important of these gatherings, which were held in the spacious
Assembly Hall of the UFCS, seem to have owed much to the remarkable personality of the young
American whom public opinion designated to the chair. Mr. J. R. Mott is henceforth to be
recognised as a born master of assemblies. Himself the product of Cornell University, he has
learnt to know men, and to be known, in almost every academic centre in the world.”
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The commission reports and WMC speakers largely overlooked the
existing independent West African churches already in existence for a generation
by the time the Conference convened in 1910. While the native churches in
West Africa would have provided an important case study for WMC commissions
studying better ways to establish self-supporting, self-sustaining, self-propagating
churches, they were almost completely ignored in the texts. The reality of
independent West African churches did not fit the old racial model for
understanding the capabilities of peoples belonging to different cultures. After
the WMC, though, this began to change.
Many of the themes present in missionary literature written before the
Conference continued largely unchanged between its conclusion and the
outbreak of World War I, especially those connected to justification for the
missionary endeavor. Output decreased after the WMC, and missionary writers
continued to ignore or shy away from criticizing imperialism. The debate on race
continued, ranging from the perpetuation of racial categorization to condemnation
of it. Missionary writers increasingly recognized the problems that an ideology of
racial superiority caused Christian communities, as well as the existence of
independent, native churches in non-Christian lands. Mott’s 1912 and 1913
conferences in British India and the Chinese and Japanese Empires helped in
this process of recognition by giving both voice and credibility to indigenous
pastors in those lands.
In addition, the very holding of the WMC evolved from missionary
introspection begun in the nineteenth century and, due to its focus on unity, was
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largely responsible for beginning Protestant ecumenism in the twentieth. The
efforts of the Continuation Committee helped keep dialogue between
denominations open. This ecumenical work was interrupted by World War I, but
after its conclusion, continued in the form of the International Missionary Council.
The World Missionary Conference of 1910 met with ambitious goals.
Although it did much for Protestant ecumenism, it failed to adequately represent
or give voice to members of indigenous Christianity in historically non-Christian
regions of the world. Nonetheless, because of its congruity with the surrounding
missionary literature, it is an important event from which to gauge widespread
missionary attitudes during the Edwardian era. Because it supports an
interactive model of mission history, situating various regions of the world into
relationship with one another, historians should no longer overlook it.
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